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I: Student/Community Profile Data
Description of School and Community
Lawndale High School (LWHS) is a 9-12 grade comprehensive secondary school in the
Centinela Valley Union High School District (CVUHSD) in Los Angeles County, located
approximately five miles southeast of Los Angeles International Airport (LAX). It serves an
ethnically diverse population in the cities of Hawthorne, Lawndale, and Lennox. It was
established in 1959 and closed in 1981 due to declining enrollment. In 1998, it reopened and
was designated as the “School of Choice.” Enrollment initially began with 9th and 10th grade.
By 2001, LWHS expanded to grades 9-12.
CVUHSD has three comprehensive high schools: Hawthorne High School, Lawndale High
School, and Leuzinger High School. In addition to the comprehensive high schools, Lloyde
Continuation High School, Centinela Valley Independent Studies, and Family First Charter offer
students the opportunity to earn a diploma in an alternative setting. Furthermore, CVUHSD
maintains an extensive adult education program. The district serves approximately 7,900
students. The major feeder school districts of CVUHSD are Hawthorne, Lawndale, Lennox, and
Wiseburn Elementary School Districts.
According to the United States Census Bureau, 63.2% of the population in the city of Lawndale
speaks another language other than English. In the South Bay, 74% of the Latino population
identifies themselves of Mexican descent. There are 32,769 residents in the city of Lawndale.
The ethnic composition is as follows: 62.3% Hispanic, 14.8% White – non Hispanic, 9.1%
Black/African American, 9.3% Asian, and 4.5% other minorities. In Lawndale, 15.6% of
families are living below the poverty line and the median household income is $51,934 a year.
The city has 9,714 housing units. Approximately 32.3% of the residents own a home while
67.7% are renters, 24% of households have five or more family members, 20% of the households
are overcrowded by HUD standards, and 19% of the female head of households are living in
poverty.
LWHS is located in a residential neighborhood. It is interspersed with the following industries:
Sales and Office Occupations (30.5%), Managerial/ Professional (20.6%), Service Occupations
(21.0%), Construction, Extraction (10.8%), and Maintenance Production, Transportation, and
Material Moving (17.1%).
Lawndale High School has approximately 2,283 enrolled students. Although the student body is
5
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diverse, there are two main ethnic groups that make up most of the student population at
Lawndale High School. Latino (72.7%) and African-American (17.3%) students make up about
90% of the total student population. The remaining student population is White (1.9%), Asian
(2%), Pacific Islander & Filipino (2.2%), and Two or More Races (3%). Approximately 1.3%
decline to state their ethnicity. Moreover, self-reported data collected from parents during
student registration indicated that 34% of parents did not graduate from high school; 31%
graduated with a high school degree; 26% attended some college; 16% graduated from college;
and 3% continued with graduate school. During 2017-18 school year, LWHS’s enrollment has
increased from 2,193 to 2,283 (3.9%). The diverse student body is reflected in the multiple
languages (including but not limited to English, Farsi, Arabic, Spanish, French, German,
Indonesian, Vietnamese, and Tagalog) that are spoken on campus. 85.1% of the student
population qualifies for free or reduced-priced meals. Special education students comprise
10.74% of the total student population.
LWHS is working diligently to improve both tardy and truancy rates of students. In 2016-17,
school attendance at LWHS was above 94%. For the past three years, 18% percent of students
were chronically absent throughout the school year. Tardies during the same time span have
increased from an average of 29 per student to 35.9 per student. The suspension rate at Lawndale
High School has fluctuated between 2.1 % to 3.7% within the last three years. The expulsion rate
for the last three years is less than 1%.
There are 118 certificated classroom teachers, five administrators, six counselors, two
intervention specialists, one school resource officer, two school psychologists, one full-time
speech therapist, one full-time probation officer, one full-time school registered nurse (who
rotates within the district), one full-time social worker, two social work interns, one school
psychologist intern, two full-time speech-language pathologists, one full-time licensed
vocational nurse, and 62 classified staff members. All classroom teachers are NCLB compliant
and CLAD certified. The average classroom teacher at Lawndale High School has 10 years of
teaching experience. 53% of classroom teachers are female while 47% are males. The staff
ethnicity is as follows: 40% white, 31% Hispanic, 9% African American, 9% Asian, 3% two or
more and non-Hispanic, 3% Filipino and 2% decline to state. Of the 62 classified staff members,
64% are female while 36% are males. The classified staff includes 25 instructional and
behavioral management aides who are NCLB compliant.
Parent and Community Organizations
Over the past three years, Lawndale High School has made a concerted effort to provide parents
6
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opportunities to volunteer and participate in schoolwide functions. Parents have been actively
involved in the following groups: School Site Council (SSC), English Learner Advisory
Committee (ELAC), District English Learning Advisory Committee (DELAC), Districtwide
Parent Leadership Team, and Parent Teacher Organization (PTO).

Name of Organization

Number of Parents Actively Involved

School Site Council (SSC)

3 elected (1 alternate)

English Learner Advisory Committee (ELAC)

6

District English Learning Advisory Committee (DELAC)

6

Parent Teacher Organization (PTO)

20 (6 on governing board)

Citizen’s Oversight Committee

1

Special Education Parent Advisory Committee

1

Lawndale High School houses a Parent Center with volunteers who work daily to promote
family engagement and student success. The Community Liaison has been an integral part in
recruiting volunteers to increase parent involvement on campus. Each month, the Community
Liaison coordinates Coffee with the Cardinals. This event provides an opportunity for parents to
interact with staff members to address concerns or ask questions. Under the guidance of the
Community Liaison, the Parent Center provides support to parents by: conducting campus tours
for new students and families, technology training on how to view grades, monitor attendance,
retrieve unofficial transcripts on PowerSchool, serve as chaperones on academic field
trips/events, creating email accounts, communicating with staff members, translating, and
leading classroom observations through Parent Learning Walks. English as a Second Language
(ESL) classes are offered from CVUHSD’s Adult School instructors in the Parent Center. In
addition, parents can also register for monthly parent workshops from the Richstone Family
Center, the Los Angeles County Mental Health Department, and Nutrition Workshops. Parents
can also attend a basic workshop on computers to sharpen their digital literacy skills. Throughout
the year, parents are invited to attend conferences, visit universities and colleges, volunteer as an
art docent, and participate in the annual Million Father March. They are recognized at the end of
the year for their time and commitment at the Centinela Valley Annual Parent Awards Night.
Parents are highly encouraged to attend schoolwide athletic, academic, and extra-curricular
events on campus. The Parent Center uses text, email, phone calls, Lawndale High School’s
website, monthly calendars, and newsletters to inform parents about upcoming events on
campus. Parent representation, their opinions and thoughts plays a vital role during meetings
involving the Local Control Accountability (LCAP) planning sessions.
7
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School/Business Relationships
LWHS works closely with community foundations, businesses, and institutions of higher
learning to provide support for all students. Data collected from the California Healthy Kids
Survey prompted CVUHSD to establish partnerships with organizations focusing on providing
resources for students who need social-emotional support (See Appendix G). Referrals are made
to Centinela Youth Services (CYS), Richstone Family Therapy, and/or Starview for students
who need intensive counseling and therapy. The Hawthorne Teen Center, which focuses on
academics, enrichment, and sports, is also available for students after school.
The three academies (Academy of Media Arts, Biomedical Careers Academy, and Marine
Science Academy) on campus have advisory boards comprised with individuals in the industry.
They meet with the advisory boards a minimum of once a semester. The business partners ensure
that curriculum is aligned to the current needs of the industry. For the past two years, LWHS has
been hosting the District’s Community Partner Breakfast where new and existing businesses are
invited to partner with academies. They also provide real world connections for the students by
mentoring students, providing field trips, and job shadowing opportunities. Specifically,
International Rectifier sponsors the Marine Science Academy while Northrop Grumman
provides resources to the after school engineering and robotics program.
CVUHSD has partnered with California State University, Dominguez Hills (CSUDH) and El
Camino Community College (ECC) for the South Bay Promise. Students who are enrolled in
academy classes for four years are guaranteed enrollment to CSUDH if they meet a-g
requirements. They also receive mentoring and priority enrollment. ECC offers the First Year
Experience to track student progress, tuition for the summer classes, and priority enrollment. For
the 2018-19 school year, California State University, Dominguez Hills also provided six college
tutors (3 Math, 1 Science, and 2 English tutors) to assist students after school in the Media
Center with homework and class assignments. CSUDH also trains the 9 AVID and 5 English
Learners (EL) tutors that CVUHSD hires.
As part of the CVUHSD Special Education Transition Program, the Workability Program
provides valuable vocational training to high school special education students currently enrolled
at LWHS and throughout the district. The program offers an enriched curriculum that also
includes vocational assessment, career awareness and exploration, pre-employment skills
training, and work experience. Students who are sixteen and older are eligible to participate in
paid, off campus work placements. CVUHSD partners with various local businesses to provide
students with hands on experience. The Workability Program supports the transition of special
8
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education while developing the skills necessary for competitive employment and successful
outcomes. Funding for Workability Program is possible through a grant from the California
Department of Education.
School Purpose
CVUHSD Vision Statement
The Centinela Valley Union High School District believes that all students can learn, and expects
each and every student to make continuous progress toward meeting and exceeding the California
State Standards. Our success as educators can only be measured by the success of our students
and that success must and will be the driving force behind everything we do.
To that end, the Centinela Valley Union High School District believes that the following tenets are
necessary in order for all our students to be successful.
1. It is not enough for us to teach and assume that our students have learned. Learning will be
continuously assessed in order to evaluate the success of our teaching.
2. We will never blame students. Their success is our responsibility. When our students fail, we
fail. Policies and practices of the District and its’ employees will foster and never be a hindrance
to student success. These policies and practices include, but are not limited to Instruction, Grading,
Placement, Curriculum and Discipline.
3.
All students have the right to access the most rigorous curriculum, and when appropriate,
will be given any necessary support to be successful in the most advanced courses.
4.
Our responsibility goes beyond the earning of a high school diploma. We will advance a
curriculum that provides both academic and career-technical skills so that students have the choice
to enter and be successful in a four-year university and/or obtain an industry job from a variety of
career pathways.
CVUHSD Mission Statement
The mission of CVUHSD is to ensure the academic success of all students by implementing school
to career academies to address all learning needs and choices, reflecting the industry careers in the
South Bay.

9
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LWHS Vision
Lawndale High School cultivates a positive learning environment where each student is confident
and self-sufficient in their pursuit of post-secondary success at an institute of higher learning, in a
career, and life.

LWHS Mission
Lawndale High School’s mission is to graduate all students with high levels of critical thinking
and interpersonal skills. Through diverse, culturally-relevant, and research-based instructional
practices graduates will be empowered to take ownership of their environment, be positive
contributors, and global citizens.
LWHS Schoolwide Learner Outcomes: Graduate Profile
Graduates from Lawndale High School will become college and career ready individuals,
effective communicators, ethical leaders, independent and collaborative critical thinkers,
problem solvers, and socially aware and responsive community members (See Appendix A).

10
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Figure 1: CVUHSD Graduate Profile

Career and College Ready Individuals – Graduates will develop and manage a clearly
articulated postsecondary plan that is aligned with their academic and/or career goals and
personal passions.
Effective Communicators – Graduates will be able to express thoughts and articulate ideas
through verbal, nonverbal, written, and technological means.
Ethical Leaders – Graduates will demonstrate ethical leadership through effective decision
making and self management by understanding their personal strengths and weaknesses.
Independent and Collaborative Critical Thinkers and Problem Solvers – Graduates will
exercise critical thinking skills to independently and collaboratively address the nature of a
problem and propose creative solutions.
Socially Aware and Responsive Community Members – Graduates will serve as productive
citizens who serve in the community to improve the quality of life for their local, national, and
global community.
Schoolwide Behavioral Expectations
Lawndale High School’s Positive Behavior Intervention Support (PBIS) team has incorporated
the acronym “ROCKS” to reflect the values and schoolwide expectations for all students. One of
11
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the main goals of the PBIS framework is for students to remember and embody the schoolwide
learner outcomes. The PBIS team and staff makes a concerted effort to ensure that the learning
outcomes align with the school’s vision.
The five schoolwide expectations are listed below:

R-Respect:
● The expectation that all students respect their campus, their peers, the staff, and their
education.

O-Ownership:
●

Take responsibility for your words, actions, and your education.

C-Commitment:
● All students come to school each day prepared, bring all the materials required for them to
achieve their academic success, eager to learn, and actively participate in class.

K-Kindness:
●

Support everyone on campus in a courteous, thoughtful, and caring manner.

S-Safety:
● Following the school rules, the directions of LWHS staff, and notify staff of any potential
threats or dangers.
Programs
99 percent of all students are enrolled in UC/CSU a-g approved courses. The expectation is that
every student will be prepared for college, career, and life after high school. Students take
college preparatory academic courses and career-themed courses in combined interdisciplinary
three-to-four-year programs that prepare them for a range of college and career options. LWHS
also offers three academies: Academy of Media Arts (AMA), Biomedical Careers Academy
(BCA) and the Marine Science Academy (MSA). BCA and AMA are career technical education
academies while the MSA functions more similar to a small learning community. The
academies use instructional strategies that support student agency and real world applications.
Students develop skills that are critical to workplace success through exposure to career options
and practical experience in careers of interest. These opportunities are aligned with the pathway
theme to support content mastery through real world applications. All academies have been
growing with developments in integrated or contextualized units, increased guest speakers and
field trips for WBL opportunities, and new apprenticeship programs: Sports Medicine
Apprentice Program through BCA, and apprenticeship program through AMA in Digital Video
12
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Production.
Academy of Media Arts (AMA)
Starting their ninth grade year, AMA students pick one of two career pathways to focus on:
Digital Filmmaking or Film Animation. In addition, the Visual and Performing Arts department
offers music, dance, theater, art, ceramics, 3D art, and photography classes for additional elective
enrichment.
Depending on their career pathways, students take a series of classes including:
Digital Filmmaking Pathway:
● Freshman introduction course: Dramatic Production
● Sophomore concentrator course: Digital Video Design and Production and Digital
Filmmaking
● Junior capstone course: Independent Film Projects (IFP)
● Senior extension course: Capstone class year two, dual-enrollment El Camino
College classes
Animation Pathway:
● Freshman introduction course: Art 1
● Sophomore concentrator course: Film Animation 1
● Junior capstone course: Film Animation 2
● Senior extension course: Capstone class year two, dual-enrollment El Camino
College classes
Mission: The Academy of Media Arts (AMA) is a small learning community for students
interested in digital filmmaking or film animation. It seeks to foster a community of storytellers
focused on creative and collaborative project-based learning.
Biomedical Careers Academy
The Biomedical Careers Academy (BCA) was founded in 2009. The leadership team works
together with staff to blend community building, focused education, support and experiences in
order to help students to stay motivated, interested, and goal oriented throughout their high
school experience. It prepares students to pursue a great variety of careers in the Health and
Medical fields by providing a strong foundation in Science and Laboratory Skills, and Basic
Clinical Skills. All BCA Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors are certified in First Aid and CPR.
13
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BCA students take a series of four courses to help prepare them for a career in the Health and
Medical Sciences:
● Freshman introduction course: Introduction to Sports Medicine
● Sophomore concentrator course: Project Lead the Way - Human Body Systems
(PLTW)
● Junior capstone course: PLTW Medical Intervention; or Care and Prevention of
Athletic Injuries and Intro into Kinesiology (EL Camino College Credit)
● Senior extension course: Theory and Practice of Medical Assisting; or Advanced
Sports Medicine
Mission: The Biomedical Careers Academy at Lawndale High School strives to provide students
with the experience, skills, and knowledge necessary to pursue a career and/or further education
in the biomedical sciences after high school.
Marine Science Academy
The Marine Science Academy (MSA) graduates are well-positioned to successfully compete for
admission to two-year and four-year colleges and universities. Students enrolled in the academy
develop: internal motivation and leadership skill, a personal sense of confidence, an
understanding and appreciation for the marine environment, teamwork, communication skills,
and an awareness of marine related community resources. They also have an opportunity to gain
technological expertise and workplace experience in marine science.
MSA students take the following core courses at Lawndale High School:
● Freshman introduction course: Marine Biology & Intro to Oceanography
● Sophomore concentrator course: Marine Careers & UCCI: Solving Water
Problems
● Junior capstone course: MSA Physics or UCCI: Physics and Engineering: Motion
by Design & UCCI: Water Technology
● Senior extension course: AP Environmental /AP Chemistry/ AP Physics &
California Coastal Oceanography (Marin Academy) or an Advanced
Oceanography course
Mission: The MSA goal is to prepare students for the rigors of a four-year university science
program, with a special emphasis on marine science topics, technology, and career opportunities.
14
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An experienced and enthusiastic team of teachers, counselors and administrators are working
together to maintain a rigorous science-based academy in which all students are engaged and
taking responsibility for their education. MSA students are guided, supported and encouraged in
their academic pursuits and are provided a solid framework in which they feel safe to accept
challenges and create their own educational opportunities.
Advancement Via Individual Determination (AVID)
Advancement Via Individual Determination (AVID) is a college preparatory program for
students who might not traditionally attend college. The AVID teachers guide students through
skills necessary for college eligibility and for success once they arrive there. The AVID program
is continually seeking ways to make LWHS a more college going culture.
At LWHS, AVID students are grouped into a cohort of thirty. A large part of the success of the
AVID program is the continuity provided to students by being in a cohort. It has a proven track
record in bringing out the best in students and closing the achievement gap.
The core component of the AVID program is the AVID elective, which immerses students in a
college-going culture by:
● supporting students as they challenge themselves in more rigorous classes
● teaching students study skills, note-taking, time management, and writing and
research skills
● providing AVID Tutorials, which are collaborative study groups led by trained
tutors from local colleges and universities
● providing access to information about colleges and universities through guest
speakers, scholarship opportunities, and field trips
AVID Enrollment
2017-18
Male
105

Female
180

Total
285

AVID Enrollment
2016-17
Male
110

Female
148

Total
258

AVID Enrollment
2015-16
Male
110

Female
166

Total
276

Mission: AVID’s mission is to close the achievement gap by preparing all students for college
readiness and success in a global society
AVID's mission is to ensure that all students, specifically those who are in the middle, will:
● succeed in a rigorous curriculum
● complete a rigorous college preparatory path
15
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● increase their enrollment in 4-year colleges
● become educated, responsible participants, and leaders in a democratic society
Edgenuity (Online Credit Recovery)
Lawndale High School uses Edgenuity (formerly named e2020) as a web-based credit recovery
program which offers students the ability to individually enroll in a wide-variety of courses
required for graduation. The majority of Edgenuity courses are UC/CSU a-g approved, with the
exception of science and some elective courses. Course content is developed entirely by
Edgenuity and is taught via their online platform. The courses are designed for students to work
both at school (during a designated Edgenuity course period) and at home. On a typical day
during their designated Edgenuity course period, students enter the Edgenuity computer lab and
log in to their assigned Edgenuity course(s). The Edgenuity teacher monitors that students are
focused on their coursework and conferences individually with students who may be falling
behind pace or are struggling with their Edgenuity course grades. As needed, the Edgenuity
teacher assists students with arranging tutoring with subject-matter teachers. The Edgenuity
teacher also periodically sends updates on student progress to both the academic counselors and
the LWHS administrator in charge of the program. When students are not meeting expectations,
the academic counselors arrange meetings with them, and their parents as needed, to ensure the
students get back on track.
Student enrollment in Edgenuity is determined by the academic counselor after conferencing
with eligible students. Upon initial enrollment in Edgenuity, both students and parents sign a
contract indicating their awareness of program expectations and requirements. Students are also
provided an orientation to the program by both the Edgenuity teacher and online via an
Edgenuity orientation video. Students may access their Edgenuity courses on any Mac or PC
with an internet connection. The courses are also Chromebook compatible. For students who
may not have access to the necessary technology outside of school, the LWHS Media Center is
open daily both before and after school for students to access a computer and the internet.
Edgenuity students progress through their courses asynchronously at their own pace. Content for
courses may include reading passages, web-links, video lessons, virtual labs, and simulations.
Assessments for the courses are available exclusively via the Edgenuity platform and may
include multiple choice items, short answer items, virtual labs, essays, and projects.
Edgenuity’s Learning Management System is available to teachers via the same online platform
that is used to house the Edgenuity curriculum. The Learning Management System provides
Edgenuity teachers with access to all student work and a variety of tools to help manage and
16
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monitor student progress. All student work in Edgenuity, with the exception of written work and
projects, is machine-graded within the system. The Lawndale High School teacher for Edgenuity
is responsible for enrolling students in the appropriate Edgenuity courses based on a creditrecovery course plan developed for each student by their academic counselor, monitoring student
progress and grading student written work via the Edgenuity Learning Management System, and
submitting evidence of completed courses to both the appropriate academic counselor and the
LWHS Records Department for inclusion on student transcripts. The designated Edgenuity
teacher needs to possess a valid teaching credential in the content area to facilitate the course.
During the 2017-18 school year, Lawndale High School had approximately 208 junior and senior
students enrolled in Edgenuity. These students range from needing to recover just five credits in
order to get back on track for graduation, to students needing to recover 50 or more credits. The
Edgenuity teacher/facilitator, in collaboration with academic counselors, ensures that each
student knows what pace they should be working at in their online course(s) in order to meet the
goal of graduating on time. On an as-needed basis, students can also earn partial credit through
Edgenuity coursework.
Title I Funded Intervention Programs
Since 2012, LWHS’s Title I Schoolwide Program supports academic interventions through Read
180, ELA Success, English Essentials, and Integrated Math Success I/II courses.
English Intervention SRI & Read 180
English 1 and 2 Intensive, Read 180, ELA Success, and English Essentials are classes that target
struggling students. During the 9th grade, students take English Essentials and English 9 or
Intensive 1 (Read 180). In 10th grade, students take ELA Success plus English 10 or Intensive 2
(Read 180). System 44 is also available for special education students and for English learners.
Read 180 is a support system developed to help increase a student’s reading comprehension in
the 9th and 10th grade. Students enrolled in English Essentials and ELA Success use Kate
Kinsella’s English 3D curriculum to help accelerate their academic language proficiency by
building their vocabulary and writing skills. Intervention teachers also have optional quarterly
Cadre Meetings.
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Grade

Far below
Basic

Below Basic

Basic

Proficient

Advanced

9th

770 & Below

775L - 875L

880- 1040 L

1045L - 1195L

1200L & Above

10th

770 & Below

775L-905L

910L -1080L

1085L- 1215L

1220L & Above

11th

850 & Below

855L - 970L

975L-1125L

1130L- 1265L

1270L & Above

Integrated Math Success I/II
Many incoming 9th grade students come to LWHS below grade level in math skills and have
been placed into Integrated Math I Success to receive additional support. They are recommended
by their 8th grade math teacher to be placed in an intervention course. At CVUHSD, students
are double blocked into an Integrated Math Success class. The students use supplemental online
resources from Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (HMH). Teachers are able to utilize the textbook
company’s teacher notes, mini-lessons, and drills to allow them to reteach concepts. Teachers
also implement activities and lesson plans they learned through professional development
workshops from UCLA Curtis Center and CADS grant. Throughout the semester, instructional
coaches lead Math Intervention Cadre Meetings in which they go over strategies to use in the
intervention classes in order to better serve the students. HMH is aligned with the new math
Common Core Standards. In addition, students enrolled in Integrated Math I or II Success have
the same instructor and are enrolled in a reduce class size for further intervention (18:1). For
Integrated Math Success II, students are placed in the intervention by teacher recommendation
from the level one success class. Similar resources are used from HMH at the next level.

18
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Demographic Data
Student Enrollment from 2015-16 to 2017-18

The number of students at LWHS has increased slightly from 2016-17 to 2017-18 by 4%. It can
be attributed to increased articulation and communication with feeder school districts.
2017-18 Student Enrollment by Grade Level

19
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There are more students enrolled in the ninth and tenth grade.
Enrollment by Gender from 2015-16 to 2017-18
School Year

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-18

Females

1078 (48%)

1074 (49%)

1119 (49%)

Males

1145 (52%)

1119 (51%)

1164 (51%)

Student enrollment by gender has not changed significantly within the last three years.
Ethnicity from 2015-16 to 2017-18
Ethnic Breakdown by Race

Ethnicity

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

#

%

#

%

#

%

1,702

74.32

1,599

72.91

1660

72.7

African American

296

14.85

396

18.05

396

17.3

Asian, Not Hispanic

49

2.83

37

1.69

44

1.9

Pacific Islander

3

0.47

21

1.00

27

1.2

Filipino

26

1.10

22

1.00

25

1.1

White

41

2.28

42

1.92

43

1.9

American Indian or Alaska
Native

1

0.04

1

0.04

1

0.04

Two or More Races

43

2.37

75

3.41

76

3.3

Not Reported

80

1.73

0

0

10

0.4

Hispanic or Latino of Any Race

Over the past three years, the ethnic composition of LWHS student population has remained
20
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relatively the same. The Hispanic/Latino subgroup consist of 72% of the total population while
the African American subgroup accounts for 17%.
Free and Reduced Lunch Program from 2015-16 to 2017-18
Year

Free and Reduced Participation Rate

2017-18

85.1%

2016-17

78.8%

2015-16

79.8%

The percentage of students participating in LWHS Free and Reduced Lunch Program has
increased in the last three years. The percentages closely mirror the number of Lawndale
residents who are renters in the community.
2017-18 Parent Education Level
Parent Education Level

Not a High School
Graduate

High School
Graduate

Some College

College Graduate

Graduate School

34%

31%

26%

16%

3%

65% of parents of students at LWHS reported that they earned a high school diploma or less.
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Performance Data
CAASPP Test Results in English Language Arts/Literacy (ELA) and Mathematics for All
Students Grade Eleven
Percent of Students Meeting or Exceeding the State Standards Grade 11
Subject
Lawndale High

District

State

201516

201617

201718

201516

201617

201718

201516

201617

201718

English
Language Arts
(grade 11)

50

45

46

43

44

46

48

48

50

Mathematics
(grades 11)

27

18

16

18

15

13

36

37

39

CAASP Test Results in ELA by Student Group
Grade Eleven (School Year 2017-18)
Student Group

Total
Enrollment

Number Tested

Percent Tested

Percent Met or
Exceeded

All Students

542

534

98.52

46.16

Male

267

262

98.13

39.84

Female

275

272

98.89

52.2

Black or African
American

113

112

99.12

32.15

Asian

--

--

--

--

Filipino

--

--

--

--

Hispanic or Latino

369

361

97.83

50.14

Native Hawaiian or
Pacific Islander

--

--

--

--

White

--

--

--

--

Two or More Races

24

24

100

45.83
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Socioeconomically
Disadvantaged

462

455

98.48

46.48

English Learners

51

49

96.08

8.16

Students with
Disabilities

55

55

100

3.64

CAASPP Test Results in Mathematics by Student Group
Grade Eleven (School Year 2017-18)
Student Group

Total
Enrollment

Number Tested

Percent Tested

Percent Met or
Exceeded

All Students

542

534

98.52

15.55

Male

267

262

98.13

16.41

Female

275

272

98.89

14.70

Black or African American

113

112

99.12

6.19

Asian

--

--

--

--

Filipino

--

--

--

--

Hispanic or Latino

369

361

97.83

17.45

Native Hawaiian or Pacific
Islander

--

--

--

--

White

--

--

--

--

Two or More Races

24

24

100

16.67

Socioeconomically
Disadvantaged

462

455

98.48

16.93

English Learners

51

49

96.08

4.08

Students with Disabilities

55

55

100

0.00

Foster Youth

--

--

--

--
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CAST (California Science Test) Results - Spring 2018
Grade

Mean
Percent
Correct

1-Limited
understanding
of Science
Standards

2-Moderate
understanding
of Science
Standards

3-Considerable
understanding of
Science
Standards

Students
with
Scores

1514

12

27%

11%

89%

0%

1513

536

12

28%

8%

92%

0%

536

School

Participation
Rate

Total
Tested

District

98%

Lawndale

99%

CELDT (Annual Assessment) Results
Percent of Students by Proficiency Level on CELDT Annual Assessment
Grade
Advanced

Early Advanced

Intermediate

Early Intermediate

Beginning

14-15

15-16

16-17

14-15

15-16

16-17

14-15

15-16

16-17

14-15

15-16

16-17

14-15

15-16

16-17

9

17

9

16

26

36

43

41

38

27

13

11

8

3

6

6

10

4

3

7

40

35

27

45

53

42

9

8

11

1

2

13

11

7

10

6

28

33

51

42

43

27

21

7

8

2

7

8

12

4

4

--

37

48

59

43

33

30

13

11

7

2

4

4

Total

10

7

10

32

37

43

43

43

30

13

9

9

2

5

8

10% of the students who took the CELDT were scored Advanced; 43% of students who took the
CELDT scored Early Advanced; 30% of students who took the CELDT scored Intermediate;
while 81% scored beginning in 2016-17.
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CELDT (All Assessment) Results
Percent of Students by Proficiency Level on CELDT Annual Assessment
Grade
Advanced

Early Advanced

Intermediate

Early Intermediate

Beginning

14-15

15-16

16-17

14-15

15-16

16-17

14-15

15-16

16-17

14-15

15-16

16-17

14-15

15-16

16-17

9

19

8

15

25

32

38

41

34

26

13

10

9

3

17

12

10

6

3

5

41

34

22

43

48

36

9

7

10

1

8

27

11

7

9

6

30

31

43

41

42

22

20

9

8

2

9

22

12

4

3

-

37

43

42

43

30

21

13

10

11

2

13

26

Total

11

6

8

32

34

36

42

39

27

13

9

9

2

13

20

40% of the students who took the CELDT were advanced or early advanced; at Lawndale HS,
22% of students who tested are Early Intermediate or Beginning; 39% of the students who took
the CELDT were Intermediate.
RFEP Rates
2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

Dates used to calculate data
*10/2014 - 10/2015

Dates used to calculate data
*10/2012 - 10/2016

Dates used to calculate data
*10/2016 - 10/2017

18%

17.20%

23.10%

*Each year’s data represents the year prior. The 2015-16 data is from the 2014-15 school year, the 2016-17 data is
from the 2015-16 school year, while the current data is from the 2016-17 school year.
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Advanced Placement (AP)
Advanced Placement Test Data
2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

Total AP Students

526

492

476

Number of Exams

848

908

829

AP Students with Scores 3+

159

211

249

% of Total AP Students with Scores
3+

30.2

42.9

52.3

While the number of AP students has decreased in the last three years and the number of AP
exams students are taking has fluctuated from 848 in 2016 to 908 in 2017 to 829 in 2018, the
percentage of students with scores 3+ has increased from 30.2% to 52.3% in the last three years.
The increase can be attributed to the district’s emphasis of creating a college-going culture and
developing an AP success course to allow students to learn test taking skills in order to pass the
exams. Students have opted to take these challenging AP courses after being recommended by
teachers and counselors.
College Assessments – SAT, ACT
SAT

Year

Grade 12
Enrollment

Number
Tested

Percent
Tested

Critical
Reading
Average

Math
Average

Writing
Average

Total >=
1,500
Number

Total >=
1,500
Percent

2015-16

586

353

60.24

410

405

406

38

10.76

2014-15

636

361

56.76

428

429

423

62

17.17
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SAT 2016-17
Name

Grade 12
Enrollment

Number
Tested

Number
Meeting
Current ELA
Benchmark

Percent
Meeting ELA
Benchmarks

Number
Meeting
Current Math
Benchmark

Percent
Meeting Math
Benchmarks

Lawndale
High

492

282

164

58.16%

81

28.72%

Centinela
Valley
Union
High

1,856

775

420

54.32%

192

24.77%

From 2014-17, the percentage of students taking the SAT remained constant. There was a 4%
increase in number of students taking the SAT from 2014-15 to 2015-16. LWHS experienced a
decrease in overall test scores in Math, Critical Reading, and Writing. The 2016-17 SAT data is
displayed separately due to a change in score reporting. In 2016-17, LWHS had a higher
percentage of students meeting ELA and Math benchmarks than the district.

ACT

Year

Grade 12
Enrollment

Number
Tested

Percent
Tested

Science
Average
Score

Reading
Average
Score

Math
Average
Score

English
Average
Score

Number
of Scores
>= 21

Percent
of
Scores
>= 21

201617

492

64

13.00

19

19

19

18

20

31.25

201516

586

97

16.55

18

18

18

16

25

25.77

201415

636

106

16.67

19

18

19

18

34

32.08

Historically, the percentage of Lawndale students who take the ACT has been significantly lower
27
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than those who take the SAT. Scores have remained constant over the past three years.
D & F Marks
In calculating the D’s and F’s percentages, the only grades included where the A-F and I
(incompletes-counting as “F’s”). Pass, Credit, No Credit, and No Mark was not included in the
total letter grade counts through the Fall 2017 semester.
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Graduation Rate
School Year

Cohort Graduation Rate
for Current Year

Target Graduation Rate

Graduation Rate
Criteria Met for This
Year

2017-18

93.4%

94%

No

2016-17

92.5%

90%

Yes

2015-16

91.9%

90%

Yes

The graduation rate at Lawndale High School has remained above 90% for the past three years.
It increased by .6% from 2015-16 to 2016-17 and by .9% from 2016-17 to 2017-18.
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UC/CSU a-g Completion Rate
Graduates meeting UC/CSU
Requirements

Graduates not meeting UC/CSU
Requirements

Class of 2018

43.7%

56.3%

Class of 2017

46.1%

53.9%

Class of 2016

41%

59%

At Lawndale High School, the percentage of students graduating having completed the a-g
required courses has fluctuated within the forty percentile range with an overall 2.7% increase in
the last three years. The increase can be attributed to the number of students re-taking courses
during summer school and throughout the school year via Edgenuity along with the eight period
block schedule, implemented in 2015-16.
University of California (UC) / California State University (CSU)
a-g Required Course Completion Rate by Gender

CVUHSD

Lawndale HS

Year

All Students

Female

Male

Class of 2018

37.3%

50.1%

28.5%

Class of 2017

40%

47.5%

27.1%

Class of 2016

41.8%

48.2%

34.8%

Class of 2018

43.7%

54.7%

32.5%

Class of 2017

46.1%

54.2%

38.8%

Class of 2016

41%

48.6%

33%
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University of California (UC) / California State University (CSU)
a-g Required Course Completion Rate by Significant Subgroups

CVUHSD

Lawndale
HS

Year

Socio-economically
disadvantaged

Foster Youth

Homeless Youth

Class of 2018

521

37.5%

2

10.5%

18

39.1%

Class of 2017

476

41%

6

54.5%

1

6.3%

Class of 2016

495

38.9%

--

--

--

--

Class of 2018

209

43.5%

--

--

7

46.7%

Class of 2017

184

47.5%

2

50%

1

33.3%

Class of 2016

194

41.3%

--

--

--

--

University of California (UC) / California State University (CSU)
a-g Required Course Completion Rate by Significant Subgroups

CVUHSD

Lawndale
HS

Year

English Learners

Redesignated Fluent
English Proficient
(RFEP)

Students with
Disabilities

Class of 2018

62

19.9%

--

--

14

9.2%

Class of 2017

7

6.9%

264

46.5%

13

10.1%

Class of 2016

42

27.1%

--

--

--

--

Class of 2018

14

16.5%

--

--

5

10.6%

Class of 2017

1

4%

103

51.8%

8

15.7%

Class of 2016

4

16%

--

--

--

--
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University of California (UC) / California State University (CSU)
a-g Required Course Completion Rate by Ethnicity

CVUHSD

Lawndale
HS

Year

African
American/
Black

American
Indian/
Alaska
Native

Asian

Filipino

Latino

Native
Hawaiian/
Pacific
Islander

White

Class of
2018

99

41.8%

--

--

32

72.7%

12

80%

379

Class of
2017

88

37%

1

100%

32

65.3%

14

73.7%

Class of
2016

103

39.3%

2

100%

24

66.7%

10

Class of
2018

38

43.2%

--

--

--

--

Class of
2017

38

43.2%

--

--

9

Class of
2016

36

36%

--

--

8

Two or More
Races

34.7%

5

31.3%

10

32.3%

11

33.3%

358

30.6%

5

33.3%

8

36.4%

20

46.5%

58.8%

460

40.1%

5

50%

21

55.3%

16

43.2%

--

--

164

42.9%

--

--

--

--

4

0%

64.3%

4

80%

145

45.5%

1

20%

5

55.6%

8

50%

61.5%

5

71.4%

155

39.8%

1

50%

4

50%

11

61.1%

Between the class of 2016 and 2018, the percentage of students completing the a-g required
courses has increased overall and in many subgroups such as in females by 6.1%,
socioeconomically disadvantaged students by 2.2 %, homeless students by 13.4%, English
Learners by .5%, African American students by 7.2%, and Latino students by 3.1% while it
decreased in other groups like students with disabilities by 5.1% between the class of 2016 and
2018. For CTE enrollment data and completion rate, please see Appendix B.
Dropout Rate
Grade 912
Dropout
Total

LHS Grade
9-12
Enrollment
Total

Grade 9-12
Dropout
Total

District
Dropout
Rate

County

State

Dropout
Rate

Dropout
Rate

2016-2017

22

2,193

1.0%

41.9%

3.2%

2.4%

2015-2016

24

2,219

1.1%

34.7%

3.3%

2.6%

2014-2015

24

2,241

1.1%

17.8%

3.5%

2.8%
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Dropout Rate by Ethnicity
LHS

Ethnic Category

Annual Adjusted Grade 9-12
Dropout Rate

2017-2018

Hispanic or Latino of Any Race

1.27%

African American, Not Hispanic

1.01%

Hispanic or Latino of Any Race

1.2%

African American, Not Hispanic

0.8%

Hispanic or Latino of Any Race

1.2%

African American, Not Hispanic

0.80%

2016-2017

2015-2016

The dropout rate at LWHS increased slightly from 2015-16 to 1% 2017-18. This can be
attributed particularly to a district and schoolwide attendance emphasis in reducing the number
of chronic students who are absent from school. (e.g. September Attendance Awareness, SART
contracts, home visits, phone calls home, etc.)
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Student Attendance
Average Daily Attendance

From 2015-17, Average Daily Attendance (ADA) has decreased slightly from 95 to 94 percent.
Since the inception of the LCAP metrics, the District has provided data on schoolwide
attendance rates on a monthly basis. Intervention Specialists are working diligently with students
regarding attendance through strategies including School Attendance Review Team (SART)
conferences, home visits, check in and check out, monitoring chronically absent students, tardy
sweeps, morning tardy sweeps, tardy reflections, and referrals to School Attendance Review
Board (SARB). Positive Behavior Interventions and Support (PBIS) and Attendance Awareness
campaigns have been a proactive approach to improve attendance.
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Chronic Absentee Rate
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Chronic Absenteeism

School Year

Female Students

Male Students

Total
Students

School Percentage

2017-2018

219

205

424

17%

2016-2017

229

208

437

20%

2016-2015

216

216

432

19%

Chronic absenteeism has increased by 1% from 2014-17 (19 to 20 percent). Although systematic
interventions are in place, chronic absenteeism is an area where LWHS can improve in.
Student Discipline
Discipline Referrals
In 2013, LWHS implemented PBIS. CVUHSD used the SWIS and PLASCO software to track
all behavioral infractions on campus. Approximately two years later, Hero K-12 (formerly
PLASCO) was adopted to monitor all Office of Disciplinary Referrals (ODR) and suspension
data. Based on teacher feedback in January 2018, the school adopted an ODR system in Google
forms that alerts administration when a referral is created and gives teachers feedback when a
ODR is closed out.
The staff at LWHS revisits Tier 1 classroom management strategies on an annual basis. New
teachers are provided with support and training from RtI specialists and feedback from the
administrative team. The ongoing use of peer mediators and restorative practices has decreased
the number of ODR’s schoolwide. Disciplinary data is disaggregated and shared with staff
members during collaboration. Surveys are administered and results are analyzed. Ongoing
discussions on effective strategies (e.g. Cardinal Agreements) and interventions are shared
schoolwide.
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Suspension Rates by Gender

CVUHSD

Lawndale HS

Year

All Students

Female

Male

2015-16

169

2.5%

59

1.8%

110

3.1%

2016-17

235

3.5%

92

2.9%

143

4.0%

2017-18

220

3.4%

83

2.7%

137

4%

2015-16

50

2.1%

29

2.6%

68

5.1%

2016-17

87

3.7%

42

4.2%

64

5.3%

2017-18

121

4.9%

47

3.9%

74

6%

Suspension Rates by Socioeconomic Status

CVUHSD

Lawndale
HS

Year

Socio-economically
disadvantaged

Foster Youth

Homeless Youth

2015-16

135

2.7%

5

10.6%

7

5.6%

2016-17

193

3.5%

2

3.8%

6

8.2%

2017-18

179

3.1%

1

3.7%

0

0%

2015-16

40

2.2%

2

22.2%

2

8.3%

2016-17

73

3.8%

1

9.1%

2

12.5%

2017-18

93

4.5%

0

0%

0

0%
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Suspension Rates

CVUHSD

Lawndale
HS

Year

English Learners

Redesignated Fluent English
Proficient (RFEP)

Students with
Disabilities

2015-16

27

2.6%

--

--

37

4.8%

2016-17

30

3.2%

58

2.1%

36

4.7%

2017-18

22

2.4%

57

1.9%

42

5.5%

2015-16

4

1.6%

--

--

9

3.5%

2016-17

7

2.7%

21

2.1%

11

4.2%

2017-18

5

2%

24

2.2%

15

5.6%

Suspension Rates by Ethnicity

CVUHSD

Lawndale
HS

Filipino

Latino

1.5%

0

0%

489

0

0%

0

0%

12.5%

0

0%

1

0

0%

2

5.1%

9.7%

1

33.3%

0

11.9%

1

33.3%

0

Year

African
American/
Black

American
Indian/
Alaska
Native

Asian

201516

68

5.9%

0

0%

2

201617

96

8.8%

1

16.7%

201718

74

7.2%

1

201516

23

5.3%

201617

43

201718

53

Native
Hawaiian/
Pacific
Islander

White

Two or
More Races

1.8%

0

0%

0

0%

10

4%

125

2.5%

4

6.2%

1

0.7%

8

4.1%

1.5%

113

2.3%

8

13.1%

7

5.2%

16

8.9%

0

0%

20

1.1%

0

0%

0

0%

5

5.3%

0%

0

0%

37

2.2%

2

8%

0

0%

4

5%

0%

1

3.7%

42

2.4%

7

25%

5

11.4%

12

14%

Suspension rates have increased in most subgroups including females by 1.3%, males by 0.9%,
socioeconomically disadvantaged students by 2.3%, English Learners by 0.4%, students with
disabilities by 2.1%, Latino students by 1.3%, and African American students by 33.3% while
suspension rates have decreased in foster and homeless youth.
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The data shows that overall suspension rates from 2015-18 has increased from 50 to 121
students. 70 percent of all suspensions were from physical aggression towards a student (or staff
member) involved in a fight on campus. The staff at LWHS has reflected on the data and
recognize that this is an area for further improvement.
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Expulsion Rates by Gender

CVUHSD

Lawndale HS

Year

All Students

Female

Male

2015-16

27

0.4%

4

0.1%

23

0.6%

2016-17

5

0.1%

1

0%

4

0.1%

2017-18

6

0.1%

1

0%

5

0%

2015-16

4

0.2%

0

0%

4

0.3%

2016-17

3

0.1%

1

0.1%

2

0.2%

2017-18

3

0.1%

0

0%

3

0.2%

Expulsion Rates by Socioeconomic Status

CVUHSD

Lawndale
HS

Year

Socio-economically
disadvantaged

Foster Youth

Homeless Youth

2015-16

22

0.4%

1

2.1%

0

0%

2016-17

5

0.1%

0

0%

0

0%

2017-18

3

0.1%

0

0%

1

1.2%

2015-16

3

0.2%

0

0%

0

0%

2016-17

3

0.2%

0

0%

0

0%

2017-18

1

0.0%

0

0%

0

0%
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Expulsion Rate

CVUHSD

Lawndale
HS

Year

English Learners

Redesignated Fluent
English Proficient
(RFEP)

Students with
Disabilities

2015-16

1

0%

--

--

2

0%

2016-17

0

0%

1

0%

0

0%

2017-18

0

0%

1

0%

0

0%

2015-16

0

0%

--

--

0

0%

2016-17

0

0%

1

0.1%

0

0%

2017-18

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

Expulsion Rates by Ethnicity

CVUHSD

Lawndale
HS

Year

African
American/
Black

American
Indian/
Alaska
Native

Asian

Filipino

Latino

Native
Hawaiian/
Pacific
Islander

White

201516

5

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

20

201617

3

0.3%
%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

201718

2

0.2%

0

0%

1

1%

0

201516

1

0.2%

0

0%

0

0%

201617

2

0.5%

0

0%

0

201718

1

0.2%

0

0%

0

Two or
More Races

0%

0

0%

0

0%

2

0.8%

2

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0%

1

0%

1

1.6%

0
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0

0%

0%

0
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0

0%

0

0%

0

0%

0%

0

0%

1
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1

3.6%

0

0%

0
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LWHS maintains a zero tolerance policy for physical aggression towards individuals. In
addition, disciplinary consequences will be issued for students who possess or sell controlled
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substances, alcohol, or intoxicants. Extreme cases may warrant expulsion and/or citation from
the LA County Sheriff's Department. The expulsion rate for LWHS has decreased to 0.1% (3
students in 2016-2017). Restorative practices at the district and site level have been implemented
in order to decrease the number of expulsions. LWHS has contracted with Richstone and CYS to
provide onsite counseling support for students and parents. A full time social worker was hired in
2017 to provide drug education classes and other social-emotional supports to students.
Staff Demographics

School’s Analysis of Achievement Data
After a thorough analysis of the achievement and perception data, LWHS continues to identify
three Critical Learner Needs aligned to the Schoolwide Learner Outcomes (SLO’s) to be
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addressed in the action plan, they are the following:
1. Increase student academic achievement in mathematics and English while
improving problem solving and critical thinking skills.
2. Increase a-g completion rates to help students achieve readiness or college and/or
career.
3. Create an environment where staff members foster connection, support and
engagement with all students. Improve school culture by providing more support
to address the social-emotional and behavioral needs of students at LWHS.
Implications
The Leadership Team at LWHS noted a discrepancy between the percent of students graduating
(92.5%) and those who have successfully completed the a-g requirements (46.1%). Although
there has been a large emphasis of having all students pursue a four-year university after
graduating from high school, staff members have indicated that perhaps not all students may be
interested in attending college or have adequate financial resources. If this is the case, it is
important for LWHS students to be informed of other options they have after graduating (e.g.
two year community, military, vocational school, etc).
The Common Core curriculum has been used with fidelity in the Math and English Departments.
The District has also provided trainings, meetings, and course leads across all subjects areas to
ensure students are prepared for standardized assessments. Staff members have modified existing
lesson plans, created curriculum maps aligned to the Common Core Standards, and utilized
learning targets to ensure that the Schoolwide Learner Outcomes are being attained in each
subject area. Collaboration within academies, departments, and special groups has been on-going
for the past three years. For the 2017-18 school year, approximately 46 percent of eleventh grade
students met or exceed standards in English while only 15 percent of students met or exceeded
standards in math. Scores in both areas have declined since 2015. However, there has been
ongoing discussions at the District and site level in terms of how to improve test scores
throughout CVUHSD.
The staff at LWHS continues to have meaningful discussions about schoolwide data and
acknowledge that data collection is important. Various stakeholders during LCAP annual
meetings have also provided valuable input. Parents who participate in various committees and
organizations at the district and site level are also involved in the decision making process. Data
from standardized assessments (SBAC, Physical Fitness Test, AP, PSAT, ELPAC, and Common
Formative/Summative Assessments) is reviewed and staff members are asked to reflect on
scores. LWHS analyzes the following metrics regularly: attendance rates, graduation rates, D &
F rates, English Learner reclassification data, and disciplinary data to make informed decisions
about instruction and student achievement. The weekly collaboration schedule has allowed
departments, academies, and other special groups to analyze data more frequently.
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Questions For Staff Discussion
After a detailed analysis of student performance, demographic, and perception data, important
questions were generated for further consideration:
● How can LWHS increase a-g completion percentage for all students?
● How can LWHS better support students with online assessments related to SBAC
in English and Math?
● How can LWHS develop academic literacy (English and Math) with strong
academic vocabulary in students allowing them to achieve in all subject areas and at all
levels? What research-based schoolwide strategies can be introduced to address this
problem?
● What are teachers doing to support struggling students, particularly EL’s and
students with Individualized Education Programs (IEP)?
● Are teachers consistently developing and implementing learning experiences that
utilize the very best in research-based instructional strategies?
● How are Departments using formative and summative data to reteach so students
can attain mastery?
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CHAPTER II
Significant Changes
and Developments
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II: Significant Changes and Developments
Changes in Facilities, Student Enrollment and Staffing
Construction
LWHS campus continues to be renovated and modernized. Phase II of Measure CV Modernization
was completed in 2017. Specifically, the Student Union Building or “B” building includes nine
standard classrooms (for the World Languages Department), a double-sized computer lab (60
stations), an ASB room, a cafeteria with indoor dining, a staff lounge, and a maintenance office.
Currently, LWHS is now undergoing Phase III of Measure CV Modernization. The “D” building
has been demolished and LWHS is in the process of building a new Humanities building. The
building will house a total of 44 English and History classrooms and a Black Box Theater. The
projected completion date of Phase III of Measure CV Modernization is December 2019.
Staffing
Over the past three years, Lawndale High School added several staff members: one full-time Social
Worker, two Social Worker Interns, one Educational Technology Coach, three Digital Learning
Initiative Teacher Leaders (DLI), three Functional Living Skills-Autism teachers (FLS_AUT), one
full-time Probation Officer, one Targeted Assistance Counselor (who works primarily with the EL
and homeless/foster youth), one Licensed Vocational Nurse (LVN), and one CTE Pathway
Specialist. The newly created positions are aligned with the District’s LCAP goals in order to
provide additional support for all students academically and emotionally. Due to the increase in
enrollment, LWHS has also hired new teachers in the following departments: Health, Visual and
Performing Arts (VAPA), World Languages, and Special Education. As a result of the Federal
Program Monitoring visit, all 9th grade students are now required to take a Health course before
graduating. Counselor caseloads are now organized alphabetically by last name so a parent with
multiple children enrolled at LWHS will only need to communicate with one counselor.
At the District level, a Counselor on Special Assignment (COSA) was hired this year to assist with
the implementation of the California College Guidance Initiative (CCGI). Within the past three
years, a District Social Worker and a Science Instructional Coach were hired to oversee and
support programs at all sites.
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Program Additions
Social-Emotional Wellness Center
In 2016, the high number of students who needed crisis counseling prompted CVUHSD to
establish a Wellness Center (WC). It is located next to the Media Center and consists of two
separate offices for private sessions. A large multi-purpose room is located in front of the
individual offices for group sessions. The WC officially opened its doors at the beginning of the
2017-18 school year. It houses two Social Worker interns under the supervision and guidance of
the District and site Social Worker. The WC exists to ensure that students have a safe and
inclusive space where they can receive social, emotional, and mental health support. The purpose
of the WC is to encourage students to practice self-care and provide coping strategies as they
navigate through the many challenges they face as adolescents. It will also be used to provide a
calming space for students to de-escalate. This year a series of social activities were used to
promote the WC during Red Ribbon Week. The WC is utilized throughout the school day and
therapists from the District’s community resource partners are able to request a room if it is
available. A triage model is managed by the site Social Worker. Students how have the highest
level of need will be provided with culturally responsive and strength-based services. They will
receive the appropriate services with at the WC or may be provided with additional services
throughout an outside referral. Students can self-refer and receive confidential counseling
services. Presently, the team is working refining the logistics in providing drop in for counseling
services for all students at LWHS.
Special Education: Functional Living Skills (FLS) Program
Lawndale High School’s Functional Living Skills program expanded as CVUHSD absorbed the
regional LACOE program into the school. As a result, the number of special education students
with moderate to severe disabilities has increased significantly at LWHS. During the last selfstudy visit, LWHS had only one instructor in the FLS program. Currently, there are a total of 22
NCLB compliant Instructional Aides (5) and Behavioral Management Aides (17) who work
closely to support the four FLS instructors and students. Moreover, two FLS instructors have
completed their certification in autism. Therefore, students diagnosed with autism are placed
with either instructor because of their specialization. The absorbed regional program with the
two remaining FLS instructors have a mixture of students with a variety of severe intellectual
disabilities and service students from other districts. Students enrolled in the FLS program take
two general education elective courses. Staff members at LWHS believe it is important for FLS
students to be mainstreamed with their peers who are taking general education courses. Students
also participate in work study as part of the District’s Workability Program on a weekly basis so
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that they can obtain life skills in the workforce. Students also have the opportunity to participate
in all social activities on campus.
9th Grade House and Link Krew
The Link Krew Program continues to successfully serve all incoming ninth grade students. Link
leaders who are enrolled in the Link Krew Leadership class will earn college preparatory elective
under “g” requirement of UC approved courses. LWHS’ Link Krew program has been
recognized as a model program and has hosted the Student Link Conference for two consecutive
years sponsored by The Boomerang Project. The program has improved the culture and climate
at LWHS. Survey data collected by Link Krew Coordinators have revealed that the majority of
students who were link leaders are currently pursuing a college degree. The three Link Crew
Coordinators are in the process of implementing a survey and using the data collected from all
students to improve effectiveness and refine their program.
Due to an increase in student enrollment as well as on-going construction, the Freshman House
in its original form has since been augmented. In the redesign, teacher leaders have been
selected to rewrite curriculum for the New Student Seminar course to coincide with ROCKS (i.e.
LWHS core values). Even though classes are not located near each other, teachers are still
provided time to collaborate. Link Krew continues to provide mentorship and support for every
ninth grader who enrolls at LWHS. In addition, some content area courses are designated
exclusively for ninth graders only (e.g. Spanish 1, Integrated Math I/II courses, Biology, etc).
California College Guidance Initiative (CCGI)
The implementation of CCGI (California College Guidance Initiative) is presently in its infant
stages. It will allow LWHS to track college data such as completion of FAFSA applications. The
roll out is being carried by academic counselors and coordinated by the district COSA. The goal
of the initiative is for all students to have guidance and support as they plan, prepare, and pay for
college after graduating from LWHS. 97.5 percent of students grades 9-12 at LWHS have
successfully registered for an account. Counselors will be visiting classrooms to provide ongoing
training on how to navigate and explore the site using its tools.
Tutoring
Lawndale High School teachers offer drop-in (or appointment based) tutoring in the morning,
during lunch, and after school. In the Media Center, there are also two full-time teachers (who are
compensated at an hourly rate) to provide additional after school tutoring in all subject areas. More
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recently, Lawndale High School has formed a partnership with California State University,
Dominguez Hills (CSUDH) in its Project Reach Program. The Project Reach Program tutors
provide more academic support services to Lawndale students. The tutors are assigned to specific
classrooms in the Math, English, and Science Departments throughout the day depending on their
availability. Some tutors are also assigned to AVID and ELD classes to provide further academic
support. They are also available to assist students after school in the Media Center with projects,
essays, assignments, and homework.
Technology: Digital Learning Initiative (DLI)
Lawndale High School is part of CVUHSD’s Digital Learning Initiative. The mission is to
transform the culture of teaching and learning by providing all teachers with the skills they need
to design high quality blended learning opportunities and to provide all students access to anytime,
anywhere learning with the goal of preparing students for success in college, career, and life in the
21st Century. The Direct Learning Initiative (DLI) program also provides training to teachers to
incorporate technology in their classrooms and co-teaching opportunities with the EdTech Coach.
Currently, there are 24 teachers participating in the DLI program. Every ninth grade student
enrolled in the District received a Chromebook during the 2017-2018 and 2018-2019 school year,
making all current ninth and tenth grade students Chromebook holders. By the 2019-2020
Lawndale will be a one to one chromebook school.
To support this initiative, a new Educational Technology Coach and three DLI Teacher Leaders
were hired to train teachers on how to integrate the following online platforms into their classes:
Canvas, Power TeacherPro, Illuminate, Go Guardian, Google (for educators) NearPod,
Edgenuity, and Turn It In. Moreover, classroom teachers can request further assistance and
training on how to utilize online textbooks and auxiliary resources as well as specific
licenses/programs for software (Social Studies, FLS curriculum, etc). Some staff members have
also received training on how use Power School rosters for easier identification, digital forms for
ODRs, and scanning student IDs to leave campus early. The online textbooks and auxiliary
resources
For the past two years, the DLI team has made a concerted effort on having every teacher utilize
the Canvas Learning Management System. Canvas simplifies teaching by allowing students to
access educational resources and assignments in one virtual location. Workshops via webinars
and live support from technology coaches are available to all classroom teachers. Paid monthly
workshops for teacher professional development focusing on technology is also available for
anyone who would like to participate. A table with a list of topics is specified below.
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MONTH

Focus

Topic

Level

SEPTEMBER

1:1 Classroom
Management

Classroom Expectations, Policies, and
Procedures

Beginner

Intermediate

OCTOBER

Canvas

GoGuardian Classroom Management

(Check for prerequisites)

Canvas Modules & Features

Beginner

Intermediate

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

Canvas & Google

Assessments

Intermediate Canvas Course Design

(Check for prerequisites)

Canvas & Google - Introduction

Beginner

Canvas & Google Apps - Digging
Deeper

Intermediate

Illuminate - Online Testing

Beginner

(Check for prerequisites)

Intermediate

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

Lesson Design

Canvas: Integrated
Tools

Instructional
Strategies

Quizlet & Canvas Quizzes

(Check for prerequisites)

Hyperdocs

Intermediate

Key Lesson Design Elements

Intermediate

TurnItIn via Canvas

Beginner

TurnItIn PeerMark / Canvas Peer
Review

Intermediate

Digital Checking for Understanding

Beginner

(Check for prerequisites)
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Intermediate

APRIL

Students as Digital
Creators

Flipped Classroom Strategies

(Check for prerequisites)

Creation Tools (GSuite)

Beginner
Intermediate

Creation Tools (Web 2.0 Tools)

MAY

Teachers as
Innovators

(Check for prerequisites)

DLI 1:1 Teacher Showcase

EdTech Sneak Peek

Beginner

To ensure all students have access to high speed Internet, CVUHSD has formed a partnership with
the Sprint 1 Million Project. All LWHS students are eligible to request free, high-speed internet
access at home via a hotspot and 3GB of mobile data access per month. Students simply go to the
Media Center and inform the technician that they do not have access to reliable internet at home.
It is intended for academic purposes solely. Moreover, any LWHS student has access to the
District’s wifi connection on campus, as well.
Master Schedule
Specific changes to the Master Schedule at LWHS were made since the last WASC self-study
visit. Ongoing changes for improvement and priorities have been reviewed by both site and district
administrators (along with teacher leaders) on an annual basis in order to refine courses and
programs to meet the needs of students (See Appendix L for 2018-19 Master Schedule).
In 2016, CVUHSD math teachers voted to adopt an “integrated pathway” for math, which
combines and re-orders content from traditional courses (Algebra, Geometry, and Algebra 2) in a
three year sequence. The integrated math series is strongly aligned with the Common Core
standards and consists of Integrated Math I, II, and III. Algebra, geometry, probability, and
statistics concepts are now infused and spiraled across each of the new math courses. Incoming
ninth graders who need additional support are placed in Integrated Math I Success based on their
grades, SBAC scores, and teacher recommendations from their middle school. Integrated Math II
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Success is also offered for tenth graders who need extra support. Students are placed in the
intervention class by their Integrated Math I instructor. Both intervention courses aim to support
students in mastering in concepts in their core math classes and re-teach critical skills needed in
order to be successful. For students enrolled in eleventh or twelfth grade, an Introduction to Data
Science (2017-18) and a Principles of Computer Science (2018-19) math course were added to the
master schedule. Both courses were selected as alternative to traditional higher math courses and
students are recommended to encourage them to complete at fourth year of math and to fulfill the
a-g requirements. Teachers continue to receive ongoing professional development and guidance
from UCLA’s Center X for the Introduction to Data Science course.
Within the past two years, a concerted effort has been made to reclassify the number of English
learners to fully English proficient. Specific English teachers were identified by the site
administration team, English Department Chair, and English Instructional Coach to teach a cohort
of long term English learners (LTELs). The teacher would have a maximum of 10 eleventh or
twelfth grade LTELs per period and the goal is to closely monitor each student for reclassification.
Eleventh and twelfth grade English classes were chosen because there are currently no intervention
courses to provide further support.
As a part of the FPM visit, Health became a required course for all ninth grade students. Due to
an increase in student requests for specific courses, AP Spanish Literature and Culture, Advanced
Photography, and Acrylic Painting are new courses that were also offered during the 2018-19
school year.
In 2017, a CTE Sports Medicine Pathway comprised of an Introduction to Sports Medicine and
Care and Prevention of Athletic Injuries class was added to the Biomedical Careers Academy.
Students have the opportunity to earn dual enrollment at El Camino Community College for the
course and apply what they have learned in the classroom during athletic contests and training.
Statistical Reasoning in Sports has also been added as a course for the 2017-18 school year.
The Marine Science Academy has also refined their course offerings by adding the three UCCI
courses: Physics and Engineering: Motion by Design, Chemistry: Water we doing, Water Solving
Problems.
A more cinematic specialization and a variety course offerings within the Academy of Media Arts
will be take into effect for the 2019-20 school year. The academy has rebranded itself and will be
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referred to as the Academy of Cinematic Arts (ACA). Courses such as: Cinematic Storytelling,
Drawing & Animation Fundamentals, Cinematic Production I & II, and Digital Animation I were
revamped and will be available for students next year. Since the previous self- study visit, the
Commercial Music courses under AMA has also been redeveloped as its own CTE pathway.
Students have the option of taking Commercial Music I, II, or III.
Due to declining student interest, the American Sign Language (ASL) Academy has been closed.
ASL is currently offered as a foreign language. However, students have the opportunity to receive
college credit from El Camino Community College by enrolling in dual enrollment courses and
pursuing ASL as a pathway at LWHS.
In all academies and pathways, students continue to benefit from a supportive learning
environment that provides academic, social-emotional, and college and career planning supports
aligned to a theme. Supports are designed to address the needs and interests of students as well as
to ensure equitable access, opportunity, and success within the pathway. The career academies
have allocated additional funding this past year to ensure intensive support is provided to monitor
struggling students. The decision was made to provide a teacher on the academy leadership team
with a stipend to ensure that academy students would be supported on all levels since counselors
are now serving all students instead of a specific academy.
A Spanish Dual Language Immersion Program will be introduced for the 2019-20 academic
school year for incoming ninth grade students who speak Spanish fluently. Two introductory
courses will be available: Spanish Dual Immersion and Cultural Geography Immersion. The
program seeks to integrate native English and Spanish speaking students by providing academic
instruction in utilizing both languages. ELD Newcomers will also have the opportunity to
participate in the dual immersion courses as a way to build on their native language skills.
In regards to the school’s academic calendar, the first semester of the school year now ends in
December. In previous years, first semester ended before the start of winter break, generally
making the semester slightly longer than second semester. This change came into effect for the
2018-19 school year with approval from CVUHSD’s teachers union. All three high schools now
have the same bell schedule and administrators at both the site and district level mandated that all
students are required to have a first and second period class. In previous years, students were
allowed to select a “late start” by not having a morning class or “early release” by not having an
afternoon class. The decision has allowed LWHS staff to track and monitor student attendance
more closely.
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College Awareness
Lawndale High School has also been proactive in fostering a college-going culture by providing
ample opportunities for all students to explore college as an option. There has been an increase in
the number of field trips to colleges since the last WASC visit. The Special Education Department,
for instance, organized a field trip to El Camino Community College. Students toured the campus,
took placement exams, and completed online enrollment and registered for courses. Field trips to
other colleges and industry partners were also organized and these opportunities have given
students a new perspective and outlook on their postsecondary options.
All academies require freshmen to complete a four to six year plan in which they discuss different
types of careers and postsecondary options (e.g. four year universities, community colleges, etc).
For the 2017-18 school year, 100 percent of all BCA seniors completed the El Camino Community
College application. Many of them take a field trip that includes touring various medical programs
that are offered at local universities. Approximately 30 students in BCA enrolled in Care and
Prevention of Athletic Injuries while approximately 60 MSA students enrolled in one Introduction
to Kinesiology; both courses were approved for dual enrollment credit.
In addition, AVID continues to visit one to two college campuses each year per grade level.
Alumni from Lawndale High School have become “guest speakers” in AVID classes and continue
to provide informational meetings about their college experiences during lunch. AVID teachers
also follow the curriculum with fidelity and provide interactive lessons in their elective classes to
prepare their students successfully for: completion of the a-g requirements, preparation for the
SAT, consideration for various scholarships and financial aid, and submission of college
applications. Each year students learn in depth the differences between CSU, UC, private, and
community colleges. Annual parent meetings are held at the beginning of each year so that they
are informed about the college going process.
ELD students also take annual field trips to the University of Southern California and El Camino
Community College. The ELD Coordinator conducts virtual tours using a Nearpod. Tutoring is
available in ELD courses from college students enrolled at California State University, Dominguez
Hills.
Finally, LWHS organizes an NCAA Parent Information Night to ensure student athletes meet the
minimum qualifications for the NCAA Clearinghouse in order to be college eligible. Academic
counselors collaborate closely with the Athletic Director and coaches to prepare student athletes
for postsecondary options.
Community Building Days
Each semester at LWHS begins with a ROCKS Day lesson. Students are reminded to adhere to
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ROCKS expectations throughout the school year. Activities such as evaluating transcripts,
listening to motivational guest speakers, participating in schoolwide rallies, and reflecting on
attendance and behaviors are used as Tier 1 strategies schoolwide to promote a positive school
culture. LWHS students also receive ROCKS messages via success assemblies and “talks” in their
classes throughout the year. Success assemblies are used to reinforce school-wide expectations,
encourage positive behavioral outcomes, recognize students and staff who have exemplified
"ROCKS", and introduce new policies and/or processes. The purpose serves has to directly and
explicitly teach PBIS schoolwide expectations and address specific concerns that were identified
by analyzing attendance, academic, and behavior data.
Lawndale High school engages in PBIS (evidence based behavioral strategies) and Hero, a student
behavior management application to collect data. Students demonstrating positive behavior in the
classroom, hallway, or simply anywhere on campus are awarded cardinal points which are stored
and tracked on Hero. During set buy-back days, students are encouraged to redeem their points
for Cardinal gear and/or accessories. Aside from tracking cardinal points, Hero is also used to
track student tardies and to monitor students who do not have a seventh or eighth period class.
Data collected is analyzed and used to make decisions to improve school climate and culture.
In 2018, the California PBIS Coalition has recognized LWHS as a Gold Level School. In previous
years, LWHS has also been recognized as a Silver Level School. Survey data from staff members
and students were used as a component to measure the implementation of PBIS. The recognition
is a testament of the hard work and dedication by all staff members. Schools who receive this
award also implement Tier II and/or Tier III supports as needed. Tier I, II and/or III supports are
provided through a data based, problem solving process within existing teams at LWHS. In
conjunction with PBIS, the administrative team and Intervention Specialists have been utilizing
Restorative Justice (i.e. Community Circles and mediations) approaches in discipline to help
decrease the number of suspension and expulsion rates. Both practices seek to create a culture on
campus where staff members work to deescalate potentially volatile situations. A greater emphasis
has been placed upon understanding students as opposed to trying to control them. To support new
teachers in building positive communities in the classroom, the Intervention Specialists provides
professional development for teachers on restorative practices and community circles. The
Richstone Family Center and Centinela Youth Services (CYS) also provide psychological
counseling for students who need further intervention.
Parent involvement has also been another area of improvement since the previous visit. Events
such as Coffee with the Cardinals, Million Father March, Richstone parent workshops,
academy/athletics/department/program information nights and 9th grade parent orientations are
aimed at communicating and informing parents about LWHS.
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digiCOACH
CVUHSD Educational Services Division and the Centinela Valley Teachers Union Association
(CVSTA) approved the use of digiCOACH to provide informal feedback to all teachers. It was
determined that school administrators would use this tool while conducting classroom
walkthroughs as a means to highlight effective teaching strategies while offering constructive
feedback to improve instruction.
The key reasons for utilizing digiCOACH are as follows: (1) clearly articulate instructional focus
areas for all teachers (2) provide aggregate data related to instructional focus areas to help district
and site leaders design more meaningful and effective professional learning opportunities (3)
support alignment of instructional expectations across observers and (4) help observers provide
high quality, developmental feedback to teachers. During the 2017-18 school year, instructional
coaches were given restricted access to digiCOACH.
Five areas of focus (which align with district wide initiatives and the SPSA) are used to monitor
effective teaching. These areas consists of the following: (1) Learning Environment (2) Student
Engagement (3) Monitoring Student Learning (4) Literacy (5) College & Career Readiness. Each
focus area is comprised of four specific “look-fors.” Observers are able to provide feedback via
email by acknowledging strategies effectively implemented, providing coaching tips, and
providing additional individualized feedback in detail. Teachers are then given the opportunity to
either reply or reflect on the feedback given or schedule individual meetings to discuss through
cognitive coaching. Administrators and instructional coaches are not able to view one another’s
feedback to specific teachers.
District and Schoolwide Instructional Strategies
The school and district offer many different types of professional development for teacher growth.
Teachers are asked to attend training with the expectation that they will take what they learned to
their respective departments and implement in their own classes. Overall, there is a greater focus
on developing critical thinking skills, literacy (and writing) across the curriculum, and using
common formative and summative assessments to measure student learning.
For the past two years, LWHS teachers have been trained using ProTalk strategies. ProTalk
increases the amount of time students engage in discussions using academic language. By using
ProTalk, teachers: hold students more accountable to the learning community and encourage
rigorous. A handbook was created to provide teachers with a variety of resources (i.e. bookmarks,
sentence frames, higher level questioning techniques, scripts, rubrics, and tips) strategies to
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implement in their classrooms. A ProTalk Canvas page has also been created to assist teachers.
In order to implement ProTalk successfully, it is recommended that teachers monitor the ratio of
teacher talk to student talk in their classrooms. Ideally, teacher to student talk ratios should have
students talking 70 percent of the time and teachers talking only about 30 percent of the time.
Sentence frames give students who need support expressing themselves using
professional/academic language a structure to use as they get started. Over time and with
practice, the expectation is for students to internalize these frames and use them more naturally.
While student talk needs to occur both frequently and using professional/academic language, it
also needs to be accountable to the learning community, to accurate knowledge, and to rigorous
thinking. In a classroom using ProTalk strategies with fidelity, students listen one another by
acknowledging everyone’s contributions, explain their ideas using evidence, make connections,
and defend their own claims using levels of Depth of Knowledge (DOK) and Bloom’s
Taxonomy techniques.
ProTalk trainings have been provided to all teachers during district wide staff professional learning
days, English Learner Symposiums, and via email from the district’s English Learner Coach. At
LWHS, four teachers have been selected in the core content areas to model ProTalk strategies and
provide assistance to others. At the site level, there have also been ProTalk trainings during weekly
collaborations. The district’s English Learner Coach has also been available to assist teachers
individually with ProTalk by providing: lesson plan support, demonstration lessons, and coplanning/co-teaching sessions for those who request it. Moreover, both district and site
administrators have been trained in using ProTalk.
Another district wide instructional initiative is the AVIDization of each school site in all content
areas. AVID provides support for students and helps promote a college going culture, these
strategies are beneficial for all students and are being used by all teachers to different degrees
within their day to day lessons. Four schoolwide strategies for LWHS teachers to implement are
as follows: note taking (Cornell style), annotating the text, using student planners, Socratic
seminars, text dependent questioning, and checking for understanding using higher level
questioning. AVID strategies have been used throughout content areas to assist teachers with the
alignment of the Common Core State Standards. The implementation of the Next Generation
Science Standards (NGSS) in the all core sciences classes has also prompted teachers to modify
their lessons while applying some of the aforementioned strategies.
For the 2018-19 school year, the creation of the Cardinal Agreement was developed by teacher
leaders over the summer. It includes: utilizing bell to bell instruction, writing hallway passes for
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students out of class with fidelity, and holding students in class during the first and last fifteen
minutes of class. Finally, staff members are encourage to also follow “see someone, say
something” by using this as opportunity to connect more with students around campus. In
support of teachers, the site administration team and intervention specialists have been more
consistent in executing tardy sweeps than in previous years. The effects of widespread
implementation of PBIS can also be explicitly observed throughout LWHS.
Impact on Lawndale High School
The new construction has allowed staff members and students at LWHS to have a centralized
location (cafeteria) for meetings, dances, and banquets. Community members have also requested
the use of the cafeteria and other facilities on campus to host various events. Teachers and students
have also utilized the new computer lab and classrooms in the Student Union Building. The new
classrooms are equipped with systems to accommodate new audio and visual technology, as well
as central heating and air conditioning systems.
However, construction of the new “D” building has also created pedestrian traffic in certain parts
of the school where space is limited. This makes traveling from one side of campus to the other
especially difficult. The staff at LWHS has made a commitment to usher students to class before
passing period after nutrition and lunch ends. Most noticeably, the freshman house (formerly
located in the “L” Building) has since been modified because of the increase in student population
along with construction. Freshman courses such as New Student Seminar are now dispersed
throughout various locations. Seminar teachers no longer have common planning periods to
collaborate but do have grade level meetings during collaboration to meet. On the outer boundaries
of the school, construction has impacted parking significantly and all staff members have assigned
parking.
The addition of the Wellness Center along with the full-time social worker, two social worker
interns, and a district contracted Richstone therapist have allowed student’s social-emotional needs
to be addressed by providing them with skills and coping strategies that will allow them to function
and be more successful in the classroom setting. The newly hired health instructors have also
collaborated with the WC team to apply what students have learned in their classes. The additional
targeted assistance counselor has impacted the amount of students on each counselor’s caseload.
Counselors now have more time to provide individualized counseling and parents believe that they
are now more accessible to students. A targeted assistance counselor is now able to collaborate
with the ELD Coordinator to focus more on meeting the needs of EL students as well as providing
services to homeless students and foster youth. However, Academy Coordinators and teachers are
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adjusting to not having one dedicated counselor to serve academy students.
Adding an educational technology coach and digital literacy initiative teacher leaders has enabled
the staff to move forward in further preparing students with 21st century skills needed to be
successful in college, career, and life. Since the implementation of Canvas and all other
technological resources (e.g. take home Chromebooks, trainings, and coaches) teachers have saved
time learning how to navigate various programs. This has enhanced the learning experience for
students. Simultaneously, students are given the opportunity to practice and/or increase computerbased skills that are required for postsecondary education. The movement towards 1:1
Chromebooks has enabled students have access to assignments, grades, online textbooks, and other
resources in and outside of school. CCGI has facilitated the college application process, student
monitoring of a-g requirements, and creation of four year plans for every student at LWHS. It also
allows the school to track both college applications and FAFSA submissions.
Furthermore, LWHS’ specialization in Functional Living Skills-Autism program has provided
students with autism a place where their academic, language, social, vocational, and independent
living skills are strategically addressed. The absorption of the regional program from LACOE was
also a cost effective decision made. This expansion has led to an increase in the number of
moderate and severe students with disabilities in elective and physical education classes. This has
allowed FLS instructors to collaborate more with general education teachers in regards to grading,
accommodating, and modifying instruction for students with disabilities.
The addition of new teachers in the Visual and Performing Arts, Science, and World Languages
Department has increased the variety of course offerings for students. The addition of new courses
to the master schedule has provided opportunities for students to take intervention courses as well
as rigorous college level courses. Moreover, new teachers hired at the beginning of the year ensure
that classes are not overflowing. Teachers believe that this allows them do team building activities
and establish classroom management procedures earlier.
Within career based academies at LWHS, the new CTE Pathway Specialist position has provided
academies more guidance and support in addressing all elements of an effective CTE program.
Specific pathways have also provided students more opportunities to take in-depth courses and
connect more to school. The increase in number of guest speakers and field trips for WBL
opportunities has enabled students to do more career exploration and make more connections for
internships and apprentice programs. Students have opportunity to apply and develop their learning
to the real world and network in their field of interest. Two additional sports medicine instructors
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were hired due to the increased enrollment in BCA and has allowed for a second pathway. The
creation of new and independent pathways in Commercial Music and American Sign Language
gives students another venue towards career and postsecondary opportunities. Dual enrollment
courses in academies has allowed students to experience what a college course is like and an
opportunity for students to earn both high school and college credit. Students benefit from more
structured supports at both levels and have the opportunity to take more courses to earn college
credit.
Lawndale High School’s partnership with California State Dominguez Hills’ Project Reach
Program has enabled students to receive tutoring in various classes. Students can also choose to
go to the Media Center for additional tutoring after school if they are struggling in any class. These
resources have allowed students to be more successful in their academic classes.
Internal changes within Link Krew have made the program more rigorous and has increased
student interest in becoming Link Leaders. These changes have also motivated current student
leaders to perform at a higher level and improve how they mentor incoming ninth graders.
The ongoing use digiCOACH has enabled administers to systematize and calibrate informal
feedback to classroom teachers. It serves as a tool for administrators to have reflective
conversations with teachers regarding instruction. Administrators and instructional coaches who
have been trained with cognitive coaching strategies can integrate digiCOACH together to have
even more meaningful conversations. This will allow educators to be more empowered and make
pedagogical changes to their lessons. Thereby, creating a more positive learning environment for
students.
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CHAPTER III
Ongoing School
Improvement
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III: Ongoing School Improvement
Monitoring the Schoolwide Action Plan
After reviewing the recommendations from the 2016 WASC visit, the school has been revising
and updating the Single Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA) for 2016-17, 2017-18, and 201819 school year. The SPSA was reviewed and approved by the School Site Council (SSC) with
input from its Leadership Team members. Both the SSC and the Leadership Team evaluated
data based on student achievement. SSC determined how Title 1 resources (also based on the
LCAP) are allocated to address both short and long term goals for students at LWHS.
Adjustments were made accordingly on an annual basis based on budgetary constraints and in
specific areas (e.g. professional development, instructional programs, curriculum, and other
resources) to increase student achievement. All schoolwide decisions are made while
considering the following question: “Does this help Lawndale High School progress through the
action plan?” Moreover, parents and students were actively involved in the decision making
process for the SPSA. Upon approval by the SSC of the SPSA updates, the report is distributed
to all parent councils, academy leaders, teachers, school site administration, and district
leadership. The minutes from the SSC meetings and SPSA reflects the process. Published
reports are made available to the parents and school community by posting the documents on the
Lawndale HS and District website. See appendix R for 2018-19 SPSA.
Participants
LWHS has designated the Leadership Team as the entity that manages the school’s action plan.
The Leadership Team is comprised of twenty-eight people. The team consists of: the principal,
four associate principals, two intervention specialists, three instructional coaches, three program
coordinators, nine department chairs, the CTE pathway specialist, the activities director, and the
athletics director. The three Link Krew Coordinators are also part of the Leadership Team (See
Appendix I).
Throughout the year, the leadership team will address the school’s progress during meetings on
the critical areas for follow up, review, update the school’s action plan, and provide feedback on
the SPSA to SSC. Disaggregated data of academic performance of all student groups is used to
plan and guide the Leadership Team in making program decisions. Aside from SSC, the analysis
of growth and achievement goals from the SBAC, AP exams, a-g completion rates, and
graduation rate is also discussed at the English Learner Advisory Committee (ELAC), District
English Learners Advisory Committee (DELAC), and District Parent Advisory Committee
(DPAC).
In the fall of 2016, the WASC Coordinator position is re-flown every year at LWHS and made
available for all current certificated staff members to apply at the school. During the first two
years after the 2016 Self-Study, the WASC Coordinator was given five hours to update the
progress report. The WASC Coordinator responsibilities include: collecting and presenting data,
communicating the critical areas of need to staff, writing the mid-cycle report, and reporting to
the site administrative team about the progress of the report. Most importantly, the coordinator’s
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role is to bring the critical teams together (i.e. leadership team, site and district administration,
and staff) to ensure a collaborative effort in updating and regularly reviewing the process.
During the 2016-17 and 2017-18 school year, Mr. Morris Phillips was selected as the WASC
Coordinator. The previous WASC Coordinator (Mr. Tom Teichmann) was transferred to another
site to explore other leadership opportunities. Since 2016, Mr. Phillips was responsible for
updating the community profile data and sharing the progress report with the Leadership Team.
For the 2018-19 school year, a new WASC Coordinator (Ms. Leticia Rojas) was selected. She
has made a concerted effort to include all stakeholders in the process.
The first phase of the coordinator’s responsibility was to gather information and data from
department chairs, program coordinators, district office personnel, parents/community, and site
administration. Once the data was collected and analyzed, the WASC coordinator began writing
the report with input from staff members at collaboration meetings. Even though a vast amount
of information was collected, it was integral that this data was dispersed and communicated to all
stakeholders. The final phase of the process was for the WASC Coordinator to share findings
with all stakeholders (i.e. SSC, parents, staff members, and School Board members). It was
critical for each stakeholder to understand what role they played to improve the school in order
to increase student achievement. In writing the mid-cycle report, the WASC Coordinator and
site administration collected both quantitative and qualitative data from different sources:
teachers, parents, and students. Various perception surveys have been administered with topics
ranging from safety on campus to technology use within classrooms (See Appendix H).
Presentation of Annual Progress Reports to Governance
The WASC Coordinator presented the findings and evaluation to the CVUHSD Governing
Board on March 12, 2019. They also presented the same information to the School Site Council
on February 20, 2019 and the Leadership Team on February 27, 2019 (See Appendix J).
The table below provides a timeline of LWHS process for the development of the mid-cycle
progress report.
Timeline of Progress
June 2017
● Annual Progress Report submitted to ACS WASC
June 2018
● Annual Progress Report submitted to ACS WASC
August 2018
● Selection of WASC Coordinator
● Faculty Meeting—Schoolwide data on Discipline
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September 2018
● Faculty Meeting—(1) Overview of the WASC Mid-Cycle Process (2) Progress on
Critical Areas for Follow-up/Schoolwide Action Plan since the 2016 WASC Visit
● Collaboration -Staff Input and Feedback on Chapter 4
● Special Groups Collaboration—Staff Input and Feedback on Chapter 1
● Leadership Meeting—5 Week Data Analysis on Grades
October 2018
● Faculty Meeting—Staff Input and Feedback on Chapter 2 (Significant Changes)
● Special Groups Collaboration—5 Week Data Analysis on Grades
November 2018
● Special Groups Collaboration—10 Week Data Analysis on Grades
● Leadership Meeting—PBIS Self-Assessment Data and Attendance Data (See Appendix
D)
December 2018
● Faculty Meeting—WASC Coordinator presents major findings, answer questions about
the Mid-Cycle Report, and requests feedback from staff
January 2019
● WASC Coordinator & Administrative Staff Meeting—Review of draft and provided
input on the Mid-Cycle Report
● Leadership Meeting—WASC Coordinator presents findings to the Leadership Meeting
and solicited revisions specifically on Chapter 4 & 5
February 2019
● 2019 WASC Mid-Cycle Report submitted to the Visiting Committee and shared with
District Administrators
March 2019
● WASC PowerPoint on Mid-Cycle Report to School Board members, faculty, and School
Site Council members
● WASC Mid-Cycle Visit (March 25th & 26th)
On-Going Data Analysis from August-June (Annually)
● SSC refines schoolwide action plan (budget, professional development, curriculum,
program decisions, etc) as needed and decisions are made to ensure we progress to
achieve targeted goals annually
● Analysis of growth and achievement goals (CFA’s, CSA’s, D/F grades, SBAC, AP,
ELPAC, graduation rate, a-g completion, attendance, disciplinary data) discussed
throughout weekly collaboration
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● Leadership Team continuously monitors the implementation of the action plan in the
SPSA/WASC Self-Study
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CHAPTER IV
Progress on Critical Areas
for Follow-up/Schoolwide
Action Plan
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IV: Progress on Critical Areas for Follow-up/Schoolwide Action Plan
In the spring of 2016, the Visiting Committee recommended five critical areas for follow up in
its mid-cycle visit for the 2018-19 school year. LWHS has worked diligently on the areas of
critical need. As a result, the following are the actions taken by LWHS to effectively respond to
these critical areas for follow up.
Critical Area for Follow Up #1:
LWHS administration and instructional staff need to fully develop and implement
systematic analysis of all data, including formative and summative data, to determine the
effectiveness of instructional decisions, pathways and programs in order to improve all
students learning outcomes, such as SBAC, UC/CSU a-g completion rate, graduation rate,
grades, etc.
Teachers have actively worked on developing and implementing analysis of all data, including
formative and summative data to determine the effectiveness of pathways, programs, and
instructional decisions in order to improve student learning outcomes. LWHS has been
implementing Common Summative Assessments (CSA) and Common Formative Assessments
(CFA) across all core areas to make data collection and analysis more structured. CSA’s and
CFA’s are created by course leads with input from all teachers on types of questions, structure,
and content. After administering CSA’s and CFA’s, course leads facilitate data driven
discussions in which teachers collaborate to analyze the data and determine if there is a need to
reteach concepts in class or revise test questions. Collaboration occurs during the department
meetings on a weekly (or biweekly basis). Departments are required to fill out the CVUHSD
Common Collaborative Data Analysis Protocol to facilitate data discussions and instill
accountability. Teachers use data to reflect on teaching practices. Questions such as: What was
the most common missed question? What was the question that was mastered the most? What
standards need more focus? CSAs and CFAs are then uploaded to Illuminate, an online platform
for creating, distributing, and tracking assessment and data.
During collaboration, teachers share best practices and instructional strategies. Instructional
coaches are available to help teachers implement research based strategies. All core departments
have implemented CSAs and CFAs and are at different stages of implementation and data
analysis. Some departments have a structured system, while other departments are still
developing common formative assessments and working on building a more consistent way to
analyze data. For example, the math department has implemented CSA’s with 100 percent
participation and fidelity for subject area. Math teachers continue to discuss data and identify
areas for improvement during department collaborations. Individually, teachers use quizzes,
tests, exit slips, and game-based learning platform such as ‘Kahoot’ to gather and analyze data
on student learning. Academies use student interest data, enrollment, and accountability data to
drive programs of study and apprenticeship programs (See Appendix B).
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The SBAC test results are used to identify where students need to improve in math and English,
plan for vertical alignment, and determine how the school will administer the following year’s
assessment. During the year, the interim SBAC data is used to analyze the effectiveness of
instruction and prepare students for SBAC in the spring (See Appendix O). The SBAC scores
from middle school may be used as one form of data to determine placement for math
intervention courses. Students who need further support in math are placed in math success. This
process is determined early on for incoming 9th grade students. During the spring semester, the
English Language Arts (ELA) and Math Instructional Coaches visit each feeder middle school to
meet with 8th grade teachers in order to get individual recommendations on placement for
incoming students. Incoming ninth grade students have the option to take Summer Bridge course
the summer prior to entering high school and to be placed out of support classes by test scores
and teacher recommendation. In the ELA intervention courses, teachers make recommendations
at the end of the first semester to either move identified students to another intervention course or
exit out of intervention course completely. The change in ELA placement is a result of lexile
gains and demonstration of reading and writing mastery. Although there are systems in place to
support students, the results of SBAC assessments do not necessarily reflect progress made.
Presently, plans are being refined in the English and math Departments in order to improve
SBAC scores. In the English department, teachers are implementing SBAC administered
midterm assessments and meet as a district to evaluate midterms. The English Department also
offers a five percent retroactive grade bump to students earning a 3 or 4 on the SBAC.
Instructional coaches have created lesson plans to inform students about SBAC. There has been a
focus on writing across the curriculum, ProTalk, and AVID strategies schoolwide. The district
hired course leads to hold teachers accountable for common assessments, help teachers reteach,
and train them on effective strategies. The ELA instructional coach presents to all eleventh grade
English classes to familiarize students with the SBAC. Data analysis occurs four times a year
within ELA. Course teams meet at every collaboration to work together and make modifications
for summer PD. In the math department, the instructional coach meets with classes to help
prepare students for the SBAC. The math department has implemented quarterly SBAC Interim
Assessment blocks, for grades 9th-11th, where students are given opportunities to take
assessments to prepare for the SBAC. Once the assessments are scored, teachers are able to share
results with students and then use the data to modify instruction. Integrated math courses have
been rolled out and there has been data driven revisions to Integrated Math curriculum as well as
common assessments. To prepare students, the SBAC boot camp and interim assessments have
been implemented. The math department has also collaborated to examine and analyze CSA data
and calibrate scoring. Optional trainings on effective strategies are offered during lunch by the
department chair. For the 2018-19 school year, the math department is currently analyzing 8th
grade SBAC data and has focused on the group of students scoring in the “nearly met” category.
SBAC testing conditions have been a challenge in the past at LWHS. The school is currently
working towards addressing them. In the 2016-17 school year, testing conditions were not ideal,
with testing occurring over a one month period and testing only in English and Math classes
every other day. In the 2017-18 school year, testing conditions improved with a two week testing
period and longer window of time to work on test with the assistance of history teachers as well.
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LWHS also evaluates attendance and EL data on a regular basis. Every month, the District’s
Student Welfare and Instructional Support Specialist sends out a report to all site administrators
and intervention specialists. The average daily attendance (ADA) is calculated and a detailed
report highlighting each sites chronic absentee rate is also provided. The reports provide specific
information in regards to the amount of revenue lost from absences by grade level. It is used to
inform how we can refine current practices and improve. LWHS makes automated phone calls
home in the evening via School Messenger. Teachers and counselors refer students who miss
school to the School Attendance Review Team (SART). Students must fulfill the contract
requirements outlined by the SART (See Appendix F). If they continue to miss school, they are
referred to the District’s School Attendance Review Board (SARB). Students who are habitually
absent are referred to the Intervention Specialist. They work together to ensure that the student’s
attendance issues are addressed through a tiered intervention model which includes Saturday
School. Furthermore, data processors ensure students who are absent for more than ten
consecutive days are dropped from class rosters once it has been verified that he or she has left
LWHS and enrolled elsewhere. After verifying with the legal parent or guardian, habitually
absent students who still attend Lawndale High School are given the SART contract to ensure
they are attending class. A check in, check out process for students to obtain signatures from
teachers may also be required. Tardy sweeps are conducted every day during lunch and nutrition
to address students who are late to class. For students who are late for the first period of the day,
their attendance is monitored through Hero. SART meetings with students and parents are held at
the beginning of the school year for incoming 9th grade students and throughout the year for
upperclassmen. In September, an Attendance Awareness Campaign was also implemented to
reward students who have shown improvements in attendance and for those who have perfect
attendance.
Moreover, each academy has a teacher leader who is designated as the student advisor. Their
fundamental role is to monitor students who need further support behaviorally and/or
academically. The student advisor is responsible for monitoring students who complete the a-g
requirements, providing interventions for students who receive D’s or F’s, and tracking
attendance. Academies use the data collected to create and implement interventions according to
their protocol (See Appendix B).
Academic counselors and academies evaluate transcripts annually to determine whether or not
the students are progressing towards meeting the a-g requirements and graduation requirements.
A poster displaying a list of a-g requirements can be seen in every classroom on campus.
Furthermore, an a-g subject specific poster is also posted for classes that fulfill the requirement.
Students meet with their counselors, academy student advisors, and case managers to review
their progress towards graduation. The implementation of CCGI will enable counselors,
students, parents, and other staff members to track their a-g progress online. Students will also
be able to use CCGI to research about colleges and careers. Over the past few years there has
been a steady increase in the school’s graduation rate, which may be attributed to the change and
implementation of an eight period block schedule.
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This year, the Student Support Team (consisting of counselors, social workers, and intervention
specialists) developed a referral form on google docs to discuss and implement specific
interventions for students who require further academic and social-emotional support (See
Appendix K). All staff members can submit a referral for a student. After submitting the
referral, the student’s academic counselor and site social worker will receive an electronic copy
of the referral and are expected to follow up. The Student Support Team at Lawndale High
School also meets weekly during collaboration.
In addition, the ELD Department frequently analyzes data pertaining to long term English
Learners who are in the process of getting reclassified as R-FEP. Monthly meetings are held both
at the district (DEPAC) and site (ELPAC) with parents and revolve around data.
LWHS Self-Reflection: LWHS has established data protocols and is constantly collecting,
reviewing, analyzing, and sharing data findings. The school continues to refine and build on data
practices to improve on all learning outcomes and is working towards improving SBAC scores.
Critical Area for Follow Up #2:
LWHS administration and instructional staff need to identify and/or further develop
effective schoolwide instructional strategies to increase academic indicators, to ensure that
all students are achieving at high academic levels, and to ensure their personal learning
needs are addressed.
For the past three years Lawndale High School has offered professional learning opportunities
focusing on AVID strategies. Some strategies include: annotating the text, Cornell notes,
effective use of planners, and helping students with organizational skills. Implementing AVID
strategies has been the focus across all subjects and grade levels.
The District has also implemented the use of ProTalk in the classroom to enhance academic
instruction. Trainings have been provided on ProTalk to teachers during the annual English
Learner Symposium, optional professional learning days, and summer professional learning
week. For all professional development pertaining to ProTalk, teachers have been provided
training on how to incorporate ProTalk into their lessons. A District English Learner
Instructional Coach was hired to provide ongoing professional development for teachers,
coaching, and additional resources. ProTalk strategies are used across all content areas. There is
an emphasis on how to support students in developing their academic language skills. ProTalk
strategies can be observed explicitly in classrooms. For example, the World Language
department uses sentence frames that were translated to Spanish. Posters are also displayed
throughout the classrooms to serve as a visual reminder for students. ProTalk strategies were
created to support long term EL students in the classroom. These strategies are scaffolded and
have been adapted for use in all subjects to benefit all students.
Common Formative Assessments (CFA) and Common Summative Assessments (CSA) are
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utilized across all departments within the same courses taught by different teachers. CFAs and
CSAs allow for the analysis of assessment data to determine if reteaching is needed. Assessment
data is analyzed during department collaboration meetings in which teachers share lesson plans,
best teaching practices, and revise assessments.
Lawndale High School uses Illuminate to collect and analyze formative assessments. Results
from assessments are reviewed and shared during collaboration. Teachers have the opportunity
to collaborate and share strategies with one another.
CVUHSD is currently in year two of the Digital Learning Initiative (DLI). This year all ninth
and tenth grade students at Lawndale High School have a Chromebook that they can take home.
Sprint 1Million has continued to provide free high-speed internet hot spots to students who do
not have access to Internet at home. The District has also deployed GoGuardian, a software to
better monitor, filter, and control student Internet access on Chromebooks. This software also
allows teachers to monitor student use of their Chromebooks in class. Teachers have an
opportunity to participate in professional development to help them effectively utilize 1:1
Chromebooks to improve student engagement, interaction, and instruction (e.g. BlendedLearning). Canvas, an online Learning Management System has also been implemented.
Teachers can now use Canvas to post lesson resources and assignments for students. Students
have the opportunity to communicate while the teacher facilitates “discussions” on Canvas.
To support students academically, tutoring is easily accessible and occurs regularly throughout
day on campus. Classroom teachers hold their own tutoring schedules and have access to LWHS
tutoring schedule. College students from CSUDH tutor various English classes on campus.
Some are assigned to tutor English learners in specific English intervention classes. Moreover,
there are also college students from UCLA who tutor in the Media Center after school. Lastly,
LWHS allocates funding to hire certificated teachers to supervise tutoring after school in the
Media Center as well. Throughout the school day, students receive additional academic support
in Learning Center, Pre-AP or AP Success, SAT Prep, and Edgenuity courses.
LWHS continues to provide professional development on standards based grading, Specially
Designed Academic Instruction English (SDAIE) strategies, Direct Interactive Instruction (DII),
and writing (and reading) across the curriculum. Teachers have the opportunity to observe their
peers utilize effective strategies through bi-monthly Learning Walks led by an administrator. At
the conclusion of Learning Walks, teachers debrief on their observations and give insight on how
they can implement observed instructional strategies in their own classrooms. Positive feedback
is sent to the teachers observed during the Learning Walks.
LWHS Self-Reflection: LWHS has set schoolwide instructional strategies and is providing
professional development to teachers to implement strategies. Strategies have largely focused
infusing technology into the classroom and improving student reading and speaking skills.
Critical Area for Follow Up #3:
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LWHS Administration, staff and stakeholders need to ensure that all students’
personal/social-emotional and academic needs are addressed with embedded systems of
support.
Lawndale High School has hired new personnel to help support the social-emotional needs of all
students. The school has access to both school and district personnel. The school social worker is
responsible for coordinating a drug education program, overseeing Richstone and Star View
referrals that are made by counselors and social workers, overseeing all programs that focus on
providing social-emotional support for students, and managing interns. Specifically, the district
has hired one district social worker (and two social worker interns) and LWHS has hired one
additional academic counselor. The new Targeted Assistance Counselor (TAC) works
exclusively with EL, foster youth, and homeless students. Finally, Lawndale benefits from the
presence and support of two full-time School Psychologists who provide DIS counseling as a
direct service to students.
LWHS has opened a Wellness Center to support each student’s emotional and social well being,
including students with IEP’s. In addition to the Wellness Center, the Parent Center was created
to assist parents on how to navigate the entire high school experience for their child. Through
workshops, Coffee with the Cardinals, technology tutorials, parent newsletters, and volunteer
opportunities, parents have the opportunity to become involved and informed in their child’s
educational journey. Parents are more equipped after attending workshops to better support their
child at home.
Lawndale also practices PBIS, a behavioral support framework in place to reinforce positive
behavior. LWHS uses PBIS to target and oversee students who display behaviors that are within
Tier 2 and 3 categories (See Appendix E). The school has two Response to Intervention
Specialists who monitor behavior plans for all students and tier 2 and 3 interventions. They also
provide conflict resolution and facilitate community circles or activities schoolwide, promote
restorative practices, and instill a positive school climate and culture. Both specialists monitor
student attendance and support students who have attendance issues through SART contracts,
tardy sweeps, parent meetings, making phone calls home when students are absent, and assisting
with home visits. The intervention specialists proactively plan, organize, and host success
assemblies throughout the school year and two “ROCKS Days” to promote positive behaviors
and a sense of school community. Success assemblies inform students about school expectations
and important grade level information. At the beginning of each semester, LWHS teachers use
ROCKS Days for: community circles, team building, and motivational speakers to reinforce
school expectations. School information is disseminated via welcoming videos to familiarize
students with staff. To support ROCKS throughout the school year, the ROCKS squad monitors
schoolwide effectiveness. Bullying, think-before-you-post, suicide prevention hotline, and
anonymous reporting posters are hung in classrooms and offices. Staff members at LWHS have
received training on: PBIS, community circles, peer mediation, active shooter procedures,
student suicide and depression, building relationships with students, conflict resolution, self-care,
bullying, and the Link Krew program. Teachers take online surveys created by instructional
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coaches to determine other areas of training. To keep teachers informed in regards to serious
student behaviors, LWHS sends out confidential behavior alerts to teachers when one of their
students is suspended.
LWHS continues to fund and support Link Krew, a program in which upperclassmen mentor,
teach, and create social events to ensure high school transition is smooth for all freshmen. All
freshmen are enrolled in New Student Seminar. It is a class designed to acclimate students to
LWHS and teaches them both organizational and study skills that can be applied to their core
classes.
Like other comprehensive high schools, LWHS offers a wide variety of extracurricular activities
on campus. Student ran organizations (or clubs) provide a space for students to connect with one
another and provide support. Currently, LWHS has forty clubs on campus. Refer to Appendix N
for a list of clubs and organizations on campus. More specifically, the following clubs provide
students with additional social-emotional support: ROCKS Squad and Friendship Club. The
Associated Student Body (ASB) hosts an annual Club Rush Day every fall to provide students
with an opportunity to be connected to school by joining a student ran organization. Students are
also highly encouraged to participate in athletics. Presently, there are fifteen teams at LWHS.
Behavior contracts are enforced by the Athletics Director. The Athletics Director also ensures
that students are making adequate progress per California Interscholastic Federation (CIF)
requirements. Refer to Appendix N for a list of teams.
LWHS has worked diligently to create a safe learning environment for students after school
hours. The Media Center is available before school at 7:15am and closes at 7:30pm Monday
through Thursday. It closes at 5:15pm on Fridays. Students have a quiet and safe environment
to study and do homework. They also have access to the computer lab to research and complete
assignments.
The Learning Center is available to all Special Education students who qualify for services
throughout the day. Students can opt to go to the Learning Center to take exams and complete
projects or assignments. Moreover, the School Psychologists and Case Carriers collaborate
together to work on Behavioral Intervention Plans (BSP) for Special Education students in
Individualized Education Programs (IEP) if it is deemed necessary.
Students and parents have real time, 24 hour access to their grades via LWHS student
information system, PowerSchool. This allows parents and students to be proactive about their
grades and contact teachers about their academic progress. Grades are captured every five weeks
and are mailed home. Teachers communicate with parents via Canvas, School Messenger, and
Remind.
A concerted effort has been made towards funding reduced class sizes for both math and English
intervention courses. Additional funding has been allocated to provide supplemental resources
(i.e. digital subscriptions and licenses) from the Teacher Curriculum Institute (TCI) for all
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subject areas. Some Social Studies instructors integrate the hands on activities within their
lessons.
Counselors meet with students to conduct academic progress/graduation/and a-g college
eligibility checks. During these meetings, counselors provide guidance regarding post secondary
college and career options, scholarships, college financial aid (FAFSA and Cal Grants), etc.
Students are referred to the College and Career Center for specific support. The College and
Career technician provides students and parents with information about various post secondary
options and provides assistance with completing college and financial aid applications.
Furthermore, students and parents now have access to a college and career readiness platform
(i.e. California Colleges), through which they can explore colleges, universities, and career
options after high school. To celebrate students' accomplishments, a map of colleges where they
will be attending is in the Counseling Office.
LWHS Self-Reflection: LWHS has hired new personnel and created the Wellness Center to
support the social-emotional wellbeing of all students, a large milestone for the school. LWHS
continuous to work on building upon the school’s PBIS practices and becoming more proactive.
Critical Area for Follow Up #4:
LWHS administration and instructional staff need to increase student performance on all
academic indicators through not only providing intervention classes but also by including
proactive and timely targeted interventions with instructional support within the
instructional setting and refinement of an intervention model, such as RtI.
Lawndale High School uses success assemblies throughout the year to emphasize the importance
of academics and behavioral expectations. Tips and suggestions are given to students on how to
be successful throughout their four years of high school. The school utilizes “ROCKS” to
promote positive behavior on campus. Students who demonstrate ROCKS are given cardinal
points and are eligible to collect prizes from the intervention specialists (See Appendix C for
incentive chart).
LWHS encourages parents to be proactive by being involved in their child’s academic success.
Grades are published on PowerSchool and LWHS distributes progress reports every 5 weeks.
Students in danger of failing are identified and those who are credit deficient are contacted by
their academic counselor. Teachers are required to contact parents if students are failing. Parent
nights are organized by academies and departments to showcase student work and provide
families with additional resources and information.
At Lawndale High School, there are two intervention specialists who proactively monitor
behavior and attendance for students who need further support within Tier 2 and 3 categories.
Specific intervention plans (e.g. SART contracts, SARB referrals, behavior contracts, mediation
agreements, etc) are customized for each student. Schoolwide attendance campaigns and
strategic plans have been created and executed with fidelity to improve ADA. In 2017, the
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intervention specialists revised the Office of Disciplinary Referral (ODR) form via google docs
to ensure that data is collected for each infraction. Site administrators are then expected to
respond to each referral within 48 hours after submission by following up with the teacher and
student. ODR data is shared during weekly “Adstaff” meetings with administrators. The
number of students who are tardy is also tracked through Hero and ideas have been proposed to
the Leadership Team in regards to minimizing tardy issues. In the classroom, teachers have the
opportunity to request additional support from RtI specialist to conduct community circles and
discuss ways to use restorative practices in their classroom.
LWHS provides instructional support to teachers through Course Leads and Instructional
Coaches. Course leads update pacing plans, oversee creation and implementations of CFA’s and
CSA’s, facilitate data discussions, and train teachers on effective strategies. Instructional
Coaches help teachers implement research based strategies through trainings and coaching.
Further instructional support provided to teachers includes: digiCOACH (tool for administers to
systematize and calibrate informal feedback to classroom teachers) and learning walks (teachers
observe their peers utilize effective strategies).
In core classes, teachers use Illuminate to quickly create assessment scantrons, instantly scan,
and analyze data. This allows teachers to provide targeted intervention by reteaching concepts
students missed. It also provides an opportunity for teachers to discuss how to reteach concepts
differently with their colleagues.
Moreover, both 9th and 10th grade English intervention instructors use the Student (formerly
Scholastic) Achievement Manager (SAM) as a database to import and export student rosters and
performance data. The Scholastic Reading Inventory (SRI) is administered to throughout the year
to measure a student’s lexile score and improvement within a course.
Intervention courses in math and English are provided to assist students to acquire necessary
skills and knowledge to be successful in their core classes. Students benefit from the
individualized attention through class size reduction (18:1) and refine note taking,
organizational, and study skills. Incoming 9th grade students who need additional support are
highly encouraged to enroll in Summer Bridge courses in math and English. Students are
recommended to take intervention courses by their 8th grade teacher, grades from middle school,
and SBAC scores. The following intervention courses are offered to students for further support:
English Essentials (9th grade), English Language Arts Success (10th grade), Integrated Math I/II
Success, Read 180 (English Learners who are newcomers and Special Education students), Cotaught courses (English and Math), Pre-AP and AP Success courses (students who enroll in
more than 3 AP classes or for those who are thinking of taking one for the first time), Edgenuity
(online credit recovery courses), AVID, and New Student Seminar (9th grade). Students who are
severely credit deficient have the opportunity to transfer to a continuation school within
CVUHSD (i.e. Lloyde High School).
Aside from intervention courses in various content areas or programs, the staff at Lawndale High
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School continues to receive further professional development on ProTalk strategies, AVID, and
Canvas. Specific strategies that are currently being used in departments include: direct
instruction, modeling, differentiation, scaffolding, blended learning, socratic seminars,
experiential learning, small learning groups, and much more. In English, teachers have “In and
Out” posters to inform students of the skills they will have mastered by the end of the year. In
the Special Education Department, teachers have developed specific testing protocols in order to
utilize the Learning Center. Link Krew provides further academic and social support for
freshmen in a small environment. Academies also utilize their own grade checks and have their
own systems of intervention for struggling students.
LWHS Self-Reflection: LWHS has established a variety of support classes and implemented
schoolwide instructional strategies designed to support student academic achievement. Further
discussion and planning on how to improve SBAC scores is occurring. RtI specialists analyze
data to refine the RtI model.
Critical Area for Follow Up #5:
LWHS administration and staff need in conjunction with stakeholders to clearly define the
data points to measure accomplishment of the adopted SLOs.
Lawndale High School has incorporated both academic and behavioral Schoolwide Learning
Outcomes (SLO). Both are explicit outcomes that are posted visibly to students, staff, and
parents throughout campus.
Graduate Profile
In 2014, CVUHSD adopted the Graduate Profile after gathering input from teachers,
administrators, counselors, classified staff, postsecondary partners, parents, students, and
industry partners. LWHS has adopted the Graduate Profile as the SLO. The Graduate Profile
consists of: graduating students who are college and career ready individuals; ensuring that
students are effective communicators; preparing students to become ethical leaders; instilling
independent and collaborative critical thinkers and problem solvers; and producing socially
aware and responsive community members (See Appendix A).
Staff members use the following data points to measure the accomplishments for SLO:
College and Career Ready Individuals
● Percentage of students meeting the UC/CSU a-g requirements
● Percentage of students attending a two year college or four year university after
graduating LWHS
● Percentage of students who have applied accepted to a four year university
● Percentage of students completing CTE Pathway
● Percentage of students who graduate from LWHS
● Number of students enrolled in Advanced Placement (AP) courses
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●
●
●
●

Percentage of students who have passed AP exam with a “3” or better
Number of students enrolled in dual enrollment courses
Number of students enrolled in CTE courses
Percentage of students who are prepared for college (College and Career Readiness
Indicator as measured by California School Dashboard) (See Appendix Q)

All classrooms have a-g posters displayed as well as CVUHSD graduation requirements (See
Appendix M). Counselors and academies meet individually with students during in house
registration and visit classrooms to create four year plans with students.
Effective Communicators
● ProTalk strategies utilized in classes
● Teacher generated common rubrics in within specific content area courses (e.g. English 9
expository essays)
● All science courses using scientific NGSS claims and evidence as well as sentence
frames for all laboratory reports
● Canvas utilized as platform for communication between teachers and students (as well as
student to student)
● All students at LWHS have a gmail student account where they can access the school’s
wifi and email teachers
Ethical Leaders
● Percentage of student body involved in clubs or athletic teams who hold leadership roles
(e.g. ASB, Link Krew, etc)
● Monthly Suspension and Yearly Expulsion rates
● Number of students who receive ROCKS points via Hero by LWHS staff members
(yearly number)
● Percentage of teachers that make use of ROCKS points via HERO as a classroom
intervention (identified monthly use)
● Percentage of students not listed on the No-Go list (majority of student population) or
percentage of students not requiring Tier 2 or Tier 3 interventions
● Percentage of students meeting adequate attendance and behavior expectations (not
requiring interventions)
● Number of students who participate in Restorative Practices
● Number of students participating in peer mediation course/program
Independent and Collaborative Thinkers and Problem Solvers
●
●
●
●

Percentage of students who score “Standard Met” on the SBAC
Use of Bloom’s Taxonomy and/or Depth of Knowledge Questioning in various classes
Math Engineering Science Achievement (MESA) competitions and accolades
Science Department’s use of inquiry, investigating, questioning and design of
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experiments in various lessons in biology, chemistry, and physics courses
Socially Aware and Responsive Community Members
● Percentage of students participating in community service (logs) in clubs, academies, and
other organizations
● Number of students who participate in ASB, ROCKS Squad, Key Club, and Link Krew
● Math Engineering Science Achievement (MESA) projects that address solving problems
in the community
● Marine Science Academy (MSA) projects that develop an awareness and help preserve
marine related resources (e.g. rain barrel distribution event with West Basin Municipal
Water District)
ROCKS
At Lawndale High School, ROCKS has been embedded as core values for all students and staff.
Students are expected to abide by ROCKS as part of LWHS behavioral expectations. ROCKS
stands for: respect, ownership, commitment, kindness, and safety.
When students demonstrate that they have met behavioral expectations via ROCKS, they receive
Cardinal Points. Points can be redeemed for prizes with the intervention specialists twice a
month. Students can earn points by showing up on time by demonstrating “commitment.”
Teachers may give points to students who participate in class discussions by taking “ownership”
of their learning. Administrators have awarded points to students for “kindness” after finding a
cell phone and turning it into a safety officer. Hero is used as the platform to track the
distribution of points by staff members. LWHS administrators and intervention specialists are
able to analyze data based on this unique point system. Correlations have been made to compare
the number of staff members utilizing Cardinal Points and use of ODR forms. It also allows
intervention specialists to monitor the effectiveness of PBIS and points based on prize incentives.
Currently, data points have been identified for both academic and behavioral SLO. However,
LWHS is still working towards communicating data points in a formal and clear manner to all
staff members and stakeholders.
LWHS Self-Reflection: While, LWHS has data points to measure the accomplishments of the
adopted SLOs, the data points can be communicated more clearly with stakeholders.
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CHAPTER V
Schoolwide Action Plan
Refinements
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V: Schoolwide Action Plan Refinements
Comment on the following school improvement issues:
Lawndale High School’s action plan was developed by analyzing student achievement data, the critical areas of need, schoolwide
learning outcomes, the Single Plan for Student Achievement, and the Local Control and Accountability Plan for the Centinela Valley
Union High School District. The action plan items were reviewed with the site’s Leadership Team and School Site Council.

Critical Area of Need #1: LWHS administration and instructional staff need to fully develop and implement systematic analysis of
all data, including formative and summative data, to determine the effectiveness of instructional decisions, pathways and programs
in order to improve all students learning outcomes, such as SBAC, UC/CSU a-g completion rate, graduation rate, grades, etc.
 2017-18: English SBAC “standards met:” 46% and Math SBAC “standards met:”` 16%
 Total Number of students enrolled in AP course in 2017-18: 476
 Total Number of students who passed with a “3” or higher on an AP exam in 2017-18: 249
 Class of 2018: a-g Completion Rate: 43.7%
 Class of 2018 Graduation Rate: 93.4%
Task

Responsible
Person(s) Involved

Resources and
Professional
Development

Means to Assess
Improvement

Timeline

Communication of
Progress

Administer
interim SBAC
for 9th-11th
grade students
and analyze
scores















Instructional
Coaches
Math & English
Teachers
Site
Administration




Chromebooks
Teacher &
Student log-in
Release time
Rubrics &
Scoring Guides

Sign-in sheets of the
number of teachers
participating in
calibrating scoring
and during
collaboration

Ongoing

Collaboration
with grade level
(or content
specific) teams
within
Departments
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Increase the
percentage of
students
meeting
“standards
met” by 5% on
the 11th grade
SBAC







Director of
Curriculum &
Instruction
Course Leads
Coordinator of
21st Century
Learning

Instructional
Coaches
All math &
English teachers
Site
Administration
Course Leads
English & math
Department
Chairpersons



Workroom









Funding for

Intervention
teachers (math &
English)

Resources (e.g.
scientific
calculators &
Read 180
consumables)



9th & 10th course
leads invited to
calibration scoring for
them to build skills
needed into
curriculum.
Percentage of
students taking the
interim for grades 911

Sign-in sheets of the
number of teachers
during collaboration
SBAC Mondays in
English to focus on
skills necessary for
the SBAC





Ongoing





Data analysis of
interim scores to
identify specific
areas of strengths
and weaknesses
for future
improvement
Feedback
provided to
students
individually in
areas of
improvement and
plans for progress
Collaboration
with grade level
(or content
specific) teams
within
Departments
Data analysis of
11th grade SBAC
scores to identify
specific areas of
strengths and
weaknesses for
future
improvement
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Evaluate

student
performance on 
CFAs and CSAs




Instructional
Coaches
All core subject
area teachers
Site
Administration
Course Leads
Director of
Curriculum &
Instruction









Illuminate
Canvas
PowerSchool
Summer
Professional
Development
Pacing plans
aligned to CCS
Weekly
Collaboration



Data Protocol Form



Ongoing







Conduct data
analysis on
grades





Instructional
Coaches
Teachers
Site
Administration






Illuminate
Canvas
PowerSchool
Various articles
from Sound
Grading
practices



D & F rates via 5
week progress reports



Ongoing





Collaboration
with grade level
teams (or content
specific) within
Departments
Data analysis of
CFA’s to identify
specific areas of
strengths and
weaknesses for
future
improvement
Lesson plans
modifying
instruction and
best practices on
strategies shared
during
collaboration
Professional
development on
Sound Grading
practices
Data analysis of
CFA’s and
CSA’s to
identify specific
areas of strengths
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Increase the
number of
students taking
AP courses and
analyze AP
scores





All AP teachers
Instructional
Coaches
Site
Administration






Test preparation
resources
Pre-AP & AP
Success courses
AP Summer
Institute
AP Potential









Compile,
review, and



Counselors



Field Trips to
Colleges



and weaknesses
for future
improvement
Lesson plans
modifying
instruction and
best practices on
strategies
Department,
leadership and
grade level
discussions on
grading practices.

AP mock exams

AP Recruitment Fair
Counselor & Teacher
Recommendations
Number of students
taking AP exams
Percent of students
passing with a “3” or
better
Number of teachers
attending AP Summer
Professional
Development

Ongoing



Data analysis on
AP mock exams
to identify
specific areas of
strengths and
weaknesses for
future
improvement



Ongoing



Training on
CCGI

Percent of students
meeting a-g
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increase a-g
completion data







Increase the
graduation rate
by 2%









Site
Administration
Academy
Coordinators
Instructional
Coaches
Department
Chairpersons
Teachers



Counselors
Site
Administration
Academy
Coordinators
Instructional
Coaches
Teachers
Activities
Director
Athletics
Director
















Classroom
Presentations
CCGI student
and staff
accounts
Transcripts
Graduation
Checks
4 year plans
CSU/UC
conferences
Transcripts
Graduation
Checks
4 year plans
Classroom
Presentations
Tutoring
online credit
recovery



requirements (12th
grade)







Percent of students
graduating
TAC counselor
targeting foster,
homeless and English
learners.



Ongoing









Professional
Development on
Sound Grading
practices
Grade level
parent meetings
FAFSA Parent
Night

Professional
Development on
Sound Grading
practices
Individualized
meetings with
parents
Credit deficient
reports by
counselor
caseload used to
identify students
not on track for
graduation
Grade level
parent meetings
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Critical Area of Need #2: LWHS administration and instructional staff need to identify and/or further develop effective schoolwide
instructional strategies to increase academic indicators, to ensure that all students are achieving at high academic levels, and to
ensure their personal learning needs are addressed.
Task

Responsible
Person(s) Involved

Resources and
Professional
Development

Means to Assess
Improvement

Timeline

Communication
of Progress

Implement
AVID
instructional
practices
schoolwide








Classroom
observations
Percentage of
students completing
a-g requirements
Percentage of
students accepted
into four-year
universities
Number of teachers
via sign-in sheets
attending PD on
AVID strategies





Classroom
observations
SBAC data
ELA D & F rates via
5 week progress
reports








Site
Administration
Instructional
Coaches
Department
Chairs
Teachers
AVID
Coordinator



AVID Tutors
AVID Summer
Institute
Weekly
PLC/Collaboration







Implement
Writing Across
the Curriculum






Site
Administration
Instructional
Coaches
Department
Chairs
Teachers




Writing Handbook
Weekly
PLC/Collaboration





Ongoing



Ongoing





AVID
certification
meeting
annually
Observations
via DigiCoach
and Learning
Walks

Department
Collaboration
(all subject
areas)
Observations
via DigiCoach
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and Learning
Walks
Implement
ProTalk
strategies in the
classroom







Site
Administration
Instructional
Coaches
Department
Chairs
Teachers
ProTalk Teacher
Leaders








Train for
differentiation
and
intervention
strategies for all
subgroups
including EL’s
SPED, AfricanAmerican,
Foster Youth,
and Low
Income



Increase
teacher








Site
Administration
Instructional
Coaches
Department
Chairs
Academy
Coordinators
EL Instructional
Coach



Site
Administration



Annual EL

Symposium
ProTalk Teacher

Leaders
ProTalk weekly Tips 
ProTalk Canvas page
and handbook
ProTalk after school
workshops
Weekly
PLC/Collaboration

Classroom
observations
Posted ProTalk
strategies
Number of teachers
via sign-in sheets
attending PD on
ProTalk workshops





Classroom
observations
PLC sign up sheets
Subgroup D & F
rates via 5 week
progress reports



Ongoing




SSC meetings
Observations
via DigiCoach
and Learning
Walks

PLC/Collaboration
sign up sheets



Ongoing



Data analysis
of CFA’s and

Weekly
PLC/Collaboration




Weekly
Collaboration time



Ongoing




ELPAC
meetings
Observations
via DigiCoach
and Learning
Walks
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collaboration to 
90%
participation

through
Professional

Learning
Communities,
Learning
Walks, and
sharing “best
practices”
Implement
Canvas and
Digital
Learning
Initiative







Instructional
Coaches
Department
Chairs
Teachers





Course Leads
positions
Summer Professional
Learning Week
Optional
Professional
Development Days







CFA and CSA data
Learning Walk
teacher participation
data
Data Analysis
Protocol
Pacing Plans


Site
Administration
DLI Teacher
Leaders
Instructional
Coaches
Department
Chairs
Teachers







1:1 Chromebooks
Computer labs/carts
DLI Teacher Leader
Workshops
EdTech Coaches
Weekly
PLC/Collaboration






Percentage of
teachers using
Canvas
PLC sign up sheets
Computer lab/cart
usage



Ongoing



CSA’s to
identify
specific areas
of strengths and
weaknesses for
future
improvement
Lesson plans
modifying
instruction and
best practices
on strategies
Observations
via DigiCoach
and Learning
Walks

Critical Area of Need #3: LWHS Administration, staff and stakeholders need to ensure that all students’ personal/social-emotional
and academic needs are addressed with embedded systems of support.
 2017-18 ADA: 94%
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Task

Responsible
Person(s) Involved

Increase school

connectedness
among students, 
parents, and staff







Site
Administration
Instructional
Coaches
Department
Chairpersons
Teachers
Activities
Director
Athletics
Director
Counselors
Social Worker

Resources and
Professional
Development

Means to Assess
Improvement

Timeline

Communication of
Progress



Posted teacher
tutoring schedules
Media Center open
before, during, and
after school
Variety of clubs and
sports offered
Rallies hosted by
ASB students
Link Krew supports
freshmen and other
campus initiatives
all year long through
events and
promotion projects
Use of technology
to stay connected:
Canvas, Remind
App



Survey results
from the
California
Healthy Kids
Survey (students,
staff, and parents)
Student
participation in
clubs and sports
Graduation and
dropout data
Attendance rate
Turnout to Link
Krew events






“ROCKS Days” on
the first day of each
semester
ROCKS posters
displayed around
campus



Hero data on
cardinal point
distribution, and
prize redemption
Suspension and
expulsion data












Promote
schoolwide
events for
diversity,
tolerance, and
acceptance to





Site
Administration
Instructional
Coaches
Department
Chairpersons













Ongoing



Ongoing





SSC meetings
Coffee with the
Cardinals
School website

SSC meetings
Coffee with the
Cardinals
ELAC
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support peaceful
conflict
resolutions








Increase the
attendance rate
by 2%











Provide
awareness and



Teachers
Activities
Director
Athletics
Director
Counselors
Social Worker
Intervention
Specialists



Success assemblies
by grade level
Peer Mediators
Community Circles
Girl Time
Culture Night
Anonymous tips
hotline
Social and Cultural
Awareness
Commissioner



Office Discipline
Referrals (ODR)

Site
Administration
Instructional
Coaches
Department
Chairpersons
Teachers
Activities
Director
Athletics
Director
Counselors
Social Worker
Intervention
Specialists





Attendance and
chronic
absenteeism rate



September
Attendance
Awareness month
Attendance
incentives for
purchasing event
tickets
SART contracts
Daily attendance
phone calls
Home visits

Site
Administration



Wellness Center

















Ongoing





Student support
referral data



Ongoing



SSC meetings
Student Success
Assemblies
Leadership
meetings

SSC meetings
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support to
students and
increase access
to counseling
services

Provide ongoing
training and
support for staff












Teachers
Counselors
Social Worker
Intervention
Specialists

Site
Administration
Teachers
Counselors
Social Worker
Intervention
Specialists















Richstone and Star
View referrals
Professional
development
trainings on
social/emotional
wellbeing of
students



Weekly
PLC/collaboration
time
Summer
Professional
Learning Week
Optional
Professional
learning days prior
to the start of each
semester
After school PD
workshops
EdTech workshops
ProTalk workshops
Annual El
Symposium








Richstone and
Star View referral
data
Professional
Development sign
up sheets
Graduation rate
Disciplinary data

PLO sign in
sheets



Ongoing



Faculty
meetings




SSC meetings
Weekly PLO’s
and
collaboration
meetings
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Educate parents
on how to foster
a positive
educational
environment at
home and school



Site
Administration
Teachers
Counselors
Social Worker
Intervention
Specialists
Community
Liaison
















Parent Center
workshops
Coffee with the
Cardinals
PTO meetings
ELPAC meetings
Parent Center
newsletter
Learning Walks for
parents to observe
classrooms

Parent workshop
sign in sheets



Ongoing




SSC meetings
Parent Center
newsletters

Critical Area of Need #4: LWHS administration and instructional staff need to increase student performance on all academic
indicators through not only providing intervention classes but also by including proactive and timely targeted interventions with
instructional support within the instructional setting and refinement of an intervention model, such as RtI.
Task

Responsible
Person(s)
Involved

Increase strategic
placement of
student enrollment
in ELA/math
intervention
classes for all
students including
EL’s







Resources and
Professional
Development

Site

Administration
Ed Services

ELD

Coordinator
Site Leadership
Team
Counselors

Counselor class
scheduling
CCGI
Master scheduling

Means to Assess
Improvement

Timeline

Communication of
Progress







 Ongoing






CFA and CSA data
Interim SBAC data
8th grade SBAC data
Summer Bridge class
Teacher
recommendations
CELDT data
EDGE data



ELA/math
collaboration
meetings
District IST
meetings
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Promote grading
practices
specifically
focused on giving
effective feedback
to students



ELA/math
teachers



Site
Administration
Instructional
Coaches
Department
Chairs
Teachers
Academy
Coordinators



Site
Administration
Department
Chairs
Teachers
Activities
Director
Athletics
Director
Community
Liaison
Academy
Coordinators
Counselors









Increase frequency
and varied types of
communication to
parents regarding
school information










Sound Grading
Practices
professional
development
 EdTech
workshops
 Illuminate and
Canvas
professional
development
 Weekly
PLC/collaboration


















Parent Center

BlackBoard
Connect
Remind App
School Marquee

School Newsletter
School Website
Canvas
Google Accounts
Technology
professional
development

Senior Website
Skool Live

D & F rates via 5

week progress reports
Teacher use of
Illuminate
Teacher use of
Canvas
PowerSchool
gradebook
Teacher use of rubrics

Ongoing



Ongoing

Frequency by which
schoolwide phone
calls/emails/ texts are
distributed
Frequency by which
teachers utilize
Blackboard Connect,
Canvas messaging,
email, and phone
calls to communicate
with parents
Parent sign up sheets
for the following:
parent nights, Coffee














SSC meetings
Department
collaboration
meetings
District Staff
Development
PLO’s during
collaboration

SSC meetings
PTO meetings
Parent Center
newsletter
Back to School
Night and Open
House
Academy and
Department
Nights
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Increase depth and
frequency by
which parents are
informed of
students academic
progress and need
for intervention



Intervention
Specialists



Site
Administration
Department
Chairs
Teachers
Community
Liaison
Academy
Coordinators
Counselors
Intervention
Specialists








with the Cardinals,
SSC, ELPAC, PTO,
Back to School Night,
Open House,
academy nights







PowerSchool
Sound Grading
Practices
professional
development
CCGI
Attendance office
BlackBoard
Connect



5 week progress

reports
Daily attendance
phone calls
SART contracts
Intervention
Specialist - parent
meetings
PowerTeacher student
log entries
PowerSchool
gradebook
BlackBoard Connect
messages

Ongoing

Academy goals/action 
plan progress
monitoring system
 Academy data reports
 AVID A-G
completion rate

Ongoing









Maintain and
improve small
learning
communities/
academies








Site
Administration
Academy/AVI
D/EL
Coordinator
Academy
Leadership
Team
Teachers







Academy
professional
development days
Field Trips
Additional
funding
South Bay
Workforce
Investment Board
















SSC meetings
PTO meetings
Parent Center
newsletter
PowerSchool
credit deficient
reports by
counselor
Grade level parent
meetings

Academy/Industry
Partnership
Breakfast
Academy
progress reviews
Advisory Board
meetings
Academy/small
learning
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CTE Pathway
Specialist

Weekly
PLC/collaboration



community
websites
ELPAC meetings
SSC meetings

Critical Area of Need #5: LWHS administration and staff need in conjunction with stakeholders to clearly define the data points to
measure accomplishment of the adopted SLOs.
 Class of 2018 Graduation Rate: 93.4%
 Class of 2018 College and Career Readiness Indicator “Prepared Students who met a-g coursework:” 86.2%
Task

Responsible
Person(s) Involved

Resources and
Professional
Development

Means to Assess
Improvement

Increase the
frequency of
informing
students and
parents of
college and
postsecondary
career
opportunities















Site
Administration
Counselors
Teachers
College and
Career
Guidance
Specialist
Community
Liaison
Instructional
Coaches






Field Trips
Curriculum
Professional
Development
Weekly
PLC/collaboration
CCGI
College guest
speakers
FAFSA/ college/
university
application
workshops







Timeline

Student field trip
 Ongoing
participation
University and
college acceptance
rates
Tracking applications
of UC, CSU, and
FAFSA through
CCGI
Frequency of
BlackBoard Connect
messages and
Remind App texts

Communication of
Progress







SSC meetings
PTO meetings
Academy
Advisory Board
meetings
Parent Center
newsletter
Grade level
parent meetings
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Provide more
industry-relevant
college and
career readiness
skills into more
content courses











Increase A-G
completion and



Academy
Coordinators
Academy
Leadership
Team
Department
Chairs
Activities
Director








Site
Administration
Teachers
Instructional
Coaches
Academy
Coordinators
Academy
Leadership
Team
Course Leads
Department
Chairs
CTE Pathway
Specialist



Site
Administration











Parent workshops
School website
Parent Nights
School Messenger
Remind App
College and Career
Center
Signing Day
Spirit Days
College Door
Decorating



Weekly PLC/
collaboration
Academy crosscurricular planning
time
CTE courses









Workshop sign in
sheets
Parent night sign in
sheets

Pacing Plans
 Ongoing
Performance based
assessments
PLC/collaboration
sign up sheets
Student enrollment in
CTE courses










College and Career
Center



Student A-G
completion rate



Ongoing




Academy
Advisory
Board meetings
Academy
collaboration
meetings
Academy
progress
reviews
Recruitment
Fairs
HS info nights
at the feeder
Middle Schools
SSC meetings
PTO meetings
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college readiness 
indicators









Counselors
Teachers
College and
Career
Guidance
Specialist
Instructional
Coaches
Academy
Coordinators
Academy
Leadership
Team
Department
Chairs











Field Trips
Curriculum
Professional
Development
Weekly
PLC/collaboration
CCGI
College guest
speakers
Counselor Credit
Deficiency
Tracking
AVID program and
schoolwide AVID
instructional
strategies



Student acceptance
rate into colleges and
universities






Faculty
meetings
California
School
Dashboard
report
Grade level
meetings
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Appendix A
Graduate Profile

Appendix B
Specialized Program Data
CTE Enrollment Data
Academy

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

AMA

305

274

288

ASLA

107

--

--

BCA

292

326

364

MSA

227

232

207

ASLA is no longer an academy as of 2017-18 school year. Commercial Music is currently a CTE
pathway. Enrollment numbers are as follows: 2016-17 (90), 2017-18 (28), and 2018 (171).

Marine Science Academy

MSA Work Based Learning Student Surveys

Academy of Media Arts

AMA Work Based Learning Student Surveys

Biomedical Careers Academy

BCA Work Based Learning Student Surveys

ELD

Appendix C
PBIS Rewards

Appendix D
PBIS Self-Assessment Survey

Appendix E
Response to Intervention Tiers

Appendix F
School Attendance Review Team (SART)

Appendix G
California Healthy Kids Survey: Students
*This section represents parts of the Healthy Kids Survey

Appendix H
Speak-Up Technology Survey: Students

Appendix I
Lawndale High School Leadership Team
Name

Leadership Position

Paula Rodas

Principal

Rosalyn Varee

Associate Principal

Eugene Kwong

Associate Principal

Kendra Peterson

Associate Principal

Angelica Mejia

Associate Principal

Katie Pisciotta

RTI Specialist

Dawn Ketchens

RTI Specialist

Viviana Hernandez

RTI Specialist - Temporary

Martha Barnes

Instructional Coach – English

Guadalupe Gamboa

EdTech Specialist

Kelly Henderson

Instructional Coach – Math

Catherine Frank

AMA Coordinator

Erica Harbison

BCA Coordinator

Cesar Renteria

MSA Coordinator

Rene Munoz

ELD Coordinator

Mark Hill

AVID Coordinator

Monica Reinhart

CTE Pathway Specialist

Demetre Howard

Athletics Director

Catherine Klein

Activities Director

Jackie Ramirez

Link Krew Coordinator

Belbet Fuentes

Link Krew Coordinator

Nathan Cooke

Link Krew Coordinator

David Bedell

Department Chair – Social Studies

Michelle Lee

Department Chair – English

Vanessa, Morris-O’Hearn

Department Chair – Science

Sarah Sanchez

Department Chair – World Language

Betty Setterlund

Department Chair – Physical Education

Candace Vidaurrazaga

Department Chair – Math

Jack Wilburn

Department Chair – VAPA

Alexis Miller

Department Chair – Special Education

Leticia Rojas

WASC Coordinator

Appendix J
Annual Progress Report to Governing Board PowerPoint Presentation

Appendix K
Student Support Referral Form

Appendix L
LWHS Master Schedule

Appendix M
Graduation Requirements

Appendix N
School Clubs and Sports
Clubs
Club / Team Name

Purpose

Anime Club

Anime Club is a space for students who are interested in Japanese
animation and culture.

Art Club

To allow students to express themselves through art

ASB Club

The purpose of ASB club is to plan and execute events for
Lawndale High School, as well as to promote school spirit. Also, we
encourage teamwork and have activities within the ASB club.

ASL CLUB

To provide opportunities for Lawndale students to socialize in ASL
target language, make contacts in the Deaf community, and promote
awareness of Deaf culture within our school and local communities.

AVID Club

The purpose of AVID Club is to encourage students to be collegebound by helping students prepare for education after high school.
We will also fundraise money to buy graduation sashes and host
events.

Baseball

Our club practices and trains for baseball.

Biomedical Careers Club To support students in the biomedical careers and club spirit.
Black Student Union

To Promote Self-pride and self awareness to society

Book Club

Book Club's purpose is to get students interested in reading
literature and encouraging others to read as well.

Boy's Basketball

To learn and get better at basketball

Boys Soccer

Provide athletic opportunities for the Lawndale community

Cheer

To create a club for our athletic team so that we can host
fundraisers, use/deposit money, etc.

Cinema Live!

The purpose of Cinema Live! is to promote interest and
participation in the different aspects of film and filmmaking.
Cinema Live strives to create a welcoming environment for
everyone who appreciates the art of performing.

Class of 2019 Club

The purpose of Class of 2019 Club is to fundraise money for all
senior events and activities that will be put on.

Class of 2020

To promote participation in our class. Also to fundraise for Winter
Formal and our senior year.

Class of 2021 Club

The purpose of the Class of 2021 Club is to fundraise money for our
class so we have enough money to host events where our students
will make memories that will last a lifetime.

Class of 2022

To make the Class of 2022 student have the best freshman year.

(LHS) Colors

Donating clothes to people that need it.

Color Guard

The purpose of Cardinal Color guard is to promote the interest and
participation in school spirit in collaboration with the marching
band. By performing, we show elegance, pride and unity.

Cross Country/Track
Team

The purpose of our club is to promote the participation in the
Lawndale High School Cross Country and Track team.

Every 15 Minutes

Every 15 Minutes challenges students to think about drinking,
driving, personal safety, the responsibility of making mature
decisions and the impact their decisions have on family, friends,
their community, and many others.

Football

To instill discipline, respect, and unity

Friendship Circle

The purpose of our club is to encourage inclusivity of our peers with
special needs through fun activities and participation in school
social events.

Gay Straight Alliance

To help queer and straight teens at Lawndale High School have a
safe space to get to know each other.

General Athletics

To promote athletics to Lawndale High School and the community

Girl's Softball Club

To promote and support Lawndale Girls Softball.

Girls Basketball

Promote the girls basketball team to Lawndale High School and its
community.

Girls Soccer

Play soccer.

Girls' Volleyball

To fundraise money for new equipment and gear.

Heal the Bay

Spread awareness about the environment. Help clean and preserve
local beaches.

Key Club

Volunteer and Fundraise for Pediatric Trauma Program

Kpop Club

To serve as a place for kpop fans to come together and share their
interests and have fun together.

Link Krew Club

A program that helps and supports incoming Freshman (09th),
throughout their school year. Hosting events and activities through
the year to get freshman involved.

Make-A-Wish Club

Make-A-Wish is an organization that helps make children’s
potential last dream due to their illness or medical condition. We are
going to be fundraising money throughout the year to later send to
the organization. Helping make dreams come true.

Marching Band

Provides music for football games and occasional performances by
school requests. For students that have experience on an instrument
and want to show it to everyone.

MESA-UCLA

Our purpose of the club is to introduce students to applications of
STEM through classes and hands on learning. As the world
economy changes from an industrial focus to technological focus,
students will be recognized for its innovative and effective academic
development programs.

Movimiento Estudantil
Chicano Azutlan
(MEChA)

This club is meant to be informative about the chicano culture/
Mexican-American culture. In addition to this we like to talk about
the history of Chicano culture and inform people about important
political issues occurring, currently.

Marine Science
Leadership

Marine science academy leadership

Multicultural Club

Multicultural Club's purpose is to promote understanding and
awareness of the various cultures of our world. We would like to
enrich the Cardinal Community by exploring and advocating ethnic
and multicultural diversity.

National English Honor
Society

Provide students with academically and culturally enriching
experiences. Acknowledge the achievement of outstanding students
while expanding our school’s reputation through affiliation with a
national honor society. Develop student leadership opportunities
through student-generated and student-directed activities; increase
students’ personal growth through service and leadership.

Operation Smile Club

The club's purpose is to help fundraise money for children who have
cleft lips so they can get the surgery that they need.

Pacific Islander Club

The purpose of the Pacific Islander Club is to promote Pacific
Islander Culture through Dance and Ukulele Music.

Pain of the Prison
System (POPS)

Students have a safe space to talk and write about their experiences,
direct or indirect, with the prison system. Lunch is provided
everyday. The club is an extension of the non-profit group called
POPS the club.

Polyrhythm Breakout
Club

Polyrhythm Breakout Club's purpose is to explore the different
colors of the human voice. The club will cover songs with A
Cappella. It will introduce and refine the art of music as well as the
art of group work. Furthermore, the club would like to perform at
Rallys, Lawndale Palooza, and more.

Red Cross Club

Do mission-related activities that address our community’s needs
while delivering the services of the Red Cross

Rho Kappa

Its primary objective shall be the promotion of interest and
participation in the Social Studies. Rho Kappa is an honor society
that recognizes excellence in the field of Social Studies and
encourages its members to promote, support, and advocate the field
among their peers, their school, and their communities through
service projects and various competitions. Students will be
encouraged to enrich and expand their knowledge of the various
disciplines of the Social Studies outside of the classroom by
attending talks by guest speakers and excursions.

Science Club

Science Club aims to create a strong community of student; whether
they have a burning passion for science or if they simply enjoy
hands on experiences. Science Club also hopes to reignite student’s
desires to understand the world around them. In Science Club, we
will conduct educational experiments that any student can take part
in.

Speech and Debate Team The purpose of Speech and Debate Club is to fundraise for
participation in competitions put on by the National Speech and
Debate Association (NSDA). We may decide to fundraise money
for graduation sashes, pins, etcetera.
Students Run LA

To gather and support each other in goal setting and training to
complete the LA Marathon.

Truth Be Told (Bible
Talk)

As disciples of Christ we are called to share the 'good news' and
make disciples of all nations(Matthew 28:19). We thought a perfect
place to share God's word is school because we can help our peers
stay away from the bad things of this world and stay focus on
school!

Vietnamese Club

Vietnamese club’s purpose is to introduce and promote Vietnamese
culture and traditions to the Cardinal community. Vietnamese club
would like to introduce interactions amongst Vietnamese students,
as well as educate non-Vietnamese students about the Vietnamese
culture.

Wrestling

Wrestling

Yearbook 2019 Club

The purpose of our club is to raise funds to defray the cost of the
2019 Yearbook. Also, we seek to raise awareness of our publication
through advertising and promotions.

Yo-Yo club

Our focus is the teach fellow students how to yo-yo, the
ramifications of learning how to yo-yo will unite others and teach
them dedication.

Sports
Yearlong
Cheerleading
Fall
Football
Girls Volleyball
Boys Cross Country
Girls Cross Country
Winter
Girls Basketball
Boys Basketball
Girls Soccer
Boys Soccer
Wrestling
Spring
Softball
Baseball
Boys Track and Field
Girls Track and Field
Boys Volleyball

Appendix O
SBAC Interim Results

Appendix P
List of Acronyms
ACRONYM

STANDS FOR

ADA

Average Daily Attendance

BIP

Behavior Intervention Plan

CBEDS

California Basic Educational Data System

CDE

California Department of Education

CELDT

California English Language Development Test

CIF

California Interscholastic Federation

CSCS

California School Climate Survey

DII

Direct Interactive Instruction

EC

Education Code

EL

English Learner

ELA

English Language Acquisition

ELD

English Language Development

FEP

Fluent-English-Proficient

FOL

Focus on Learning

FTE

Full-Time-Equivalent

IEP

Individualized Educational Program

LEP

Limited English Proficient

PLC

Professional Learning Community

R-FEP

Redesignated Fluent-English-Proficient

RtI

Response to Intervention

SAM

Student Achievement Manager

SARB

School Attendance Review Board

SARC

School Accountability Report Card

SART

School Attendance Review Team

SBAC

Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium

SDAIE

Specially Designed Academic Instruction in English

SRI

Scholastic Reading Inventory

TAC

Targeted Assistance Counselor

TCI

Teacher Curriculum Institute

Appendix Q
California School Dashboard

Appendix R
Single Plan for Student Achievement (SPSA)
2018-19

